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MICHAEL BIGGS

WELCOME
The prospect of clerkships, graduate programs and 

alternative career paths can be very daunting. As a 

penultimate year law student myself, I personally 

understand that we are faced with an increasingly 

competitive industry when applying for clerkships, 

graduate programs and alternative career paths. As law 

students and future graduates, it is crucial that you 

remain informed throughout your degree to ensure that 

you place yourself in the best possible position when 

seeking your chosen career path. 

It can be daunting to consider that on top of all of the 

hard work and time you put into your studies, you will 

take part in the competitive process of clerkship and 

graduate program applications and interviews to 

hopefully secure your dream career.  

This year’s Careers Guide seeks to reflect my objectives 

as the Vice President of Careers and demarcate from the 

traditional focus and to realign with the industry 

demands and in particular be driven by the goals and 

ambitions of our members. The guide provides valuable 

information on clerkship applications and processes, 

work experience, job interview tips, volunteer work and 

includes reflection pieces from fellow students, 

graduates Practical Legal Training (PLT) institutions and 

Human Resources (HR) representatives. It is important to 

remember that each firm is unique and each firm is 

looking for something a little bit different and so research 

and preparation is key if you want to succeed and obtain 

one of the illustrious clerkships on offer. 
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With clerkship applications opening in July, it is the 

perfect time to become informed so that you are 

prepared when applications open. The information 

available to you can be somewhat overwhelming so the 

DLSS Geelong have endeavored to reduce this burden, 

by selecting crucial information to ensure that you are 

well informed. 

If you require any further information, please do not 

hesitate to contact the DLSS Geelong Careers portfolio, 

by emailing careers@dlssgeelong.com.au. I encourage 

you to become involved in the opportunities DLSS 

Geelong provide students. This year we have decided to 

introduce two additional networking events, the ‘Women 

In Law Breakfast’ and a ‘Corporate Cocktails evening’. So 

keep an eye on our website and social media pages for 

upcoming events and key dates. 

I also would like to take the opportunity to personally 

thank each of the firms who have contributed to the 

guide because without them it would not be possible. I 

would also like to wish all of the students who will be 

applying for clerkships and gradate positions good luck. 

Michael Biggs

Vice President of Careers 2017
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TANNER REDDEN

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Hello! 

As President of the DLSS Geelong, it is my pleasure to 

present to you the 2017 Careers Guide. This guide aims to 

demonstrate the broad range of opportunities available to 

law students.  As the legal landscape changes, law 

graduates are sought in an expanding number of fields. 

Our Careers team have constructed this guide to display 

and detail information on employers applicable to law 

students, including but not limited to: top tier firms; regional 

firms; government bodies; consultancy management and 

more. There is such wide scope in the prospects offered to 

law graduates these days, so my advice in utilising the guide 

is simple – keep an open mind! A career that you may not 

have considered as a typical pathway could turn out to be 

the perfect fit. 

The Careers team are continually looking to ensure students 

are provided with all the essential tools to best present 

themselves to the modern workforce. This guide, combined 

with other events such as our Careers Dinner, and Clerkship 

Workshop, aims to serve one of our principal goals as a 

society. That is, to ensure that Deakin Law students are well 

informed and equipped to put themselves ahead in what is 

an increasingly competitive modern landscape. 

I’d like to thank all those that have contributed to the guide and in doing so assisted in providing a 

holistic understanding of their workplace and how law graduates fit into each unique environment. 

Finally, I’d like to extend a massive thank you and congratulations to the Careers team of Michael Biggs 

(VP of Careers) and his team consisting of Tayla Cooper, Mahima Bhandari, and Luke Pinjuh (Careers 

Officers). This group have worked tirelessly to put together this practical and invaluable resource. I could 

not be more proud of what they have achieved. 

I sincerely hope that this guide proves useful to you and wish you all the best with your future 

endeavours, and the various exciting pathways you may choose to follow. 

A Deakin Law Students' Society Geelong Inc. publication 

Deakin University, Geelong Waterfront Campus 

1 Gheringhap Street, Geelong VIC 3220

2017 President of Dlss Geelong

Tanner Redden, 2017 DLSS Geelong President
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DR. SKYE SAUNDERS 
UNCERTAINTY AS POWER
When I was a final year law student some ten years ago, I was sure of one thing – and that was 

how much I did not yet know. 

I distinctly remember sitting in lectures towards the end of that year, contemplating the apparent ease 

that my friends around me seemed to exude. Their confidence as near-graduate lawyers was both 

admirable and mysterious, and I could only assume that they had all discovered a critical piece of the 

legal puzzle which made it all make sense. It wasn’t until years later, over work lunches between 

hearings and Friday evening glasses of red wine that the reality of those days emerged. Every one of 

us had looked around the lecture theatre, longing for the confidence of others – we were all just too

afraid to say it out loud. 

As a person who had grown up in a country town, I was also acutely conscious of wanting to make my 

family and rural community proud. I felt reluctant to ask too many questions which might reveal 

ignorance about particular aspects of life in law. I felt the need to be a naturally gifted advocate – 

 knowing, of course, that I was petrified of the very idea of it. I kicked myself when a family member 

emailed me with a complex legal question, fearful that my ignorance was about to be exposed which 

would cause their pride in me to be tarnished. 

This invisible weight of selfexpectation created yet another level of isolation. Against this 

personal background, I am delighted to have recently been appointed as Director of the Master of 

Legal Practice (MLP) at The Australian National University because I am proud of all that it stands for. 

From the very outset of the program, students are encouraged to recognise their own levels 

of ‘uncertainty’ in the context of legal practice, with a view to integrating this nature of self-awareness 

into their professional identity. 

The ‘Admission to Practice’ component satisfies the PLT requirements for admission. From the very 

beginning, students will assume the level of professionalism fitting for legal practice in Australia. They 

will progress through simulated transactions as part of a legal team with other students, thereby 

learning not only from the transactional experience but also from one another’s strengths. 
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INTERESTED IN GETTING YOUR MASTERS?

In the safety of the simulated environment, mistakes will be made, but they will not be fatal if they are 

recognised, remedied and learnt from. Professional self-awareness will also be developed 

through the rich interactions that students will have with other simulated legal 

 practitioners (Associates, Senior Partners, Magistrates and other solicitors). 

On completion of the Admission to Practice component of the MLP program, students may choose 

to either exit the program with a Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice (GDLP) or instead continue 

towards the completion of the Master of Legal Practice. Students often choose to continue 

towards the MLP whilst they are practising as solicitor. This decision can be postponed by up to 

two years as students settle into their life in law. I would be delighted to communicate with you 

about your options as you move forward in your own professional journey and invite you to email 

me: skye.saunders@anu.edu.au. In the meantime, I encourage you to remember that “the power of 

the law is in the uncertainty of the law” (Jeremy Bentham). 

facebook.com/ANULegalWorkshop 

law.anu.edu.au 

The ANU Legal Workshop teaches Australia’s largest university-based legal practice program through 

a Master of Legal Practice (MLP) featuring the Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice (GDLP). 

Providing you with more choice, the Master of Legal Practice gives you the option of just completing 

the necessities of admission or continuing your study to graduate with a Masters. .The Legal 

Workshop program is highly flexible. with online delivery and an emphasis on practicable experience. 

As part of achieving your graduate certificate, you get a choice of a 20, 40, 60 or 80 day legal 

placement. You can find out more by visiting the ANU Website or Legal Workshop Facebook page. 

AUSTRALIAN  NATIONAL

UNIVERSITY

52 Collins St,

Melbourne VIC 3000

Tel: (03) 9639 8197
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WORK EXPERIENCE AT
Legal Aid Victoria

KARLEE STIRLING, 
FORMER DLSS GEELONG CAREERS OFFICER
An important aspect of completing your studies in law at Deakin is gaining experience in the legal 

profession. It enables you to gain skills, knowledge and attributes that help you when you apply for 

jobs at the end of your degree. Legal experience is invaluable for a law student. I applied through 

Deakin, after seeing an advertisement on the DLSS GEELONG Facebook page, for legal experience 

in the form of a volunteer internship at Geelong Legal Aid in their Barwon regional office. I wrote a 

well prepared cover letter stating why I wanted to work for the Barwon regional office in a clerking 

position and why I thought I was suited for this position along with my resume. After being accepted, 

I had a short induction and was sent straight into their Barwon regional office I have been 

volunteering for Geelong Legal Aid for two weeks now and have gained substantive insight into the 

legal profession already. 

The work I conduct includes attending court hearings, specifically plea bargaining and assisting 

lawyers who advise people that do not have the means to pay for representation. I draft legal 

documents and conduct research in specific areas of law such as family law, criminal law and civil 

law. I also assist with conducting interviews with clients and contact clients on a daily basis. This work 

is a great way for students to see the inner workings of day-to-day law and is a fantastic opportunity 

to fine-tune your lawyer skills. 

Volunteering also helped me gain professional contacts for which I will be able to use in the future. 

Contacts in the professional world of law go a long way when you’re finished your law degree. 

They’re great for advice and to get your name out there. Working with various lawyers makes it a lot 

less daunting when your going for job interviews with a panel of lawyers.I would strongly suggest 

other law students apply for any legal volunteer work that comes their way. A great way to keep 

informed is to check the DLSS GEELONG Facebook page and keep a look out for any opportunities 

Deakin have. Legal volunteering is challenging but rewarding and helps future employers see on 

your resume that you have an idea of how it works before they’ve even hired you. 

GEELONG LEGAL AID

Barwon Regional Office

Level 2, 199 Moorabool St

Geelong VIC 3220

Tel: (03) 5226 5666
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NEW LAWYERS PROGRAM

Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) makes society fairer by providing 

legal assistance to many vulnerable people who can’t 

afford to pay for it. Without legal aid many people would 

be left to deal with the legal system on their own, take on 

powerful organisations and governments without 

support, represent themselves in court or give up their 

rights altogether. Our vision is to create a fair and just 

society where rights and responsibilities are upheld. Our 

purpose is to make a difference in the lives of our clients 

and for the community by acting with fairness, care and 

courage. 

We offer rewarding career opportunities for people with 

a passion for social justice and improving the lives of 

disadvantaged Victorians. VLA have 14 offices across the 

state offering a number of career opportunities.

You will complete comprehensive induction and training 

while learning on the job through up to a four or six- 

month placement. Throughout the program you will 

build on your experience and skills in our offices across 

Victoria, including at least one six-month placement 

practising in one of our rural office locations.
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Civil Law

Family Law

• Commonwealth entitlements 

• Equality 

• Mental health & disability advocacy 

• Migration 

• Social inclusion 

• Legal Help telephone service 

The free telephone service provides people with help over the phone, including legal 

information, referrals to legal and non-legal services and, in appropriate cases, legal advice. 

• Child protection 

• Family law financial support 

• Family violence 

• Independent children's lawyers

• Parenting disputes

• Family Dispute Resolution Service 

• Representation and advice 

• Strategic advocacy and law reform 

• Co-ordinated briefing Alternative pathways are also available in legal practice, 

assignments (managing grants of legal assistance) and other legal support roles 

not requiring a practicing certificate. 

Criminal Law
• Appellate crime 

• Indictable crime 

• Sexual offences 

• Summary crime 

• Youth crime 

Victorian Legal Aid Chambers (in-house Counsel)
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ABOUT THE ORGANISATION
Since 1996, Victorian Women Lawyers (VWL) has operated as a non-profit organisation seeking to 

remove barriers and increase opportunities for the participation and advancement of women in the 

legal profession. Women enter the law in great numbers but are not well represented at senior 

levels. We examine issues such as flexible work practices and unconscious bias, with the aim of 

remedying this inequality. We also seek to help women generally through the law. For instance, this 

year we have focused on the impacts of family violence, in light of the ongoing Royal Commission on 

the subject. 

VWL's objectives are carried out through its committees of dedicated members. By way of 

introduction, we have outlined some of their activities that may be of particular interest to law 

students:

OBJECTIVES

The Networking Committee conducts events which support professional development for 

women. It hosts networking evenings and mentoring programs. The VWL and Women's Bar 

Association Law Student Mentoring Program, now in its eighth year, connects female law students 

with mentors who can equip them with skills and confidence to advance their career. We are 

proud to be a part of this initiative, given that a number of recent studies have found that women's 

access to mentors can be a determining factor in their career progression. 

The Communications Committee keeps VWL members and the general public up to date about 

relevant issues, events and functions. It produces an annual journal Portia which provides 

opportunities for women lawyers to contribute and publish their views on various topics relevant 

to women and the law.

The Work Practices Committee's primary focus is to explore, critically evaluate and 

publicly comment on issues concerning women lawyers in the workplace. The Committee has 

recently released the new Flexible Work Protocols: A best practice guide for productive and 

engaged legal workplaces, which recognise that flexible work practices are key to retaining 

women in the law and facilitating their advancement. They consist of practical guides relating to 

parental 

leave, part-time work, job sharing, flexible working hours, working remotely and contain guidance 

on sponsoring and mentoring. It is hoped the Flexible Work Protocols will support women lawyers 

to pursue successful and lasting careers in the law, however there is still much to be done to 

ensure women are equally represented at the top of the profession. 

Exploring the institutional and structural changes needed for women to fully participate in the 

legal workforce remains a focus for the Work Practices Committee. 
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GETTING INVOLVED
VWL is always looking to expand its membership ranks. Membership benefits include 

invitations to many social events and educational seminars, the chance to connect with 

women at all levels of the legal profession, and the opportunity to volunteer for one of our 

committees. If you are passionate about our objectives, and have the time and commitment 

required to volunteer for one of our hard-working committees, details on how to get involved can be 

found on our website. 

HERE: https://vwl.asn.au/ 

Other VWL committees include "Justice", "Law Reform", "Women in Government" and "Women 

Migrants' Legal Information". More information about these committees and their activities 

can be found at www.vwl.asn.au.

Victorian Women Lawyers also maintains an active social medial presence on 

Twitter (@VicWomenLawyers), Facebook, LinkedIn and via our website www.vwl.asn.au. 

You can follow VWL on social media to stay informed about the issues that affect women 

practising in the law.

ADDRESS 

VWL Administrator 

GPO Box 2314 

Melbourne VIC 3001 

CONTACT 

E: contact@vwl.asn.au 

PH : 9607 9390 

FAX : 9607 9558 

https://vwl.asn.au/ 
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LEO CUSSEN INSTITUTE
Practical Legal Training

Your Diploma
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EMMA PENFOLD LAW GRADUATE, 
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY WATERFRONT

Before starting Leo Cussen’s I finished a Bachelor of Arts/Laws at Deakin. I wasn’t completely sure what 

I wanted to do next, I didn’t know if I wanted to get a job straight away or keep studying and even after 5 

years of studying law I still wasn’t completely convinced it was the area I wanted to work in. 

I had heard great things about the Leo Cussen PLT program from several people. They all could not 

recommend it highly enough. They all raved about the practical aspect of the course and how you 

learnt so many skills that you would not have obtained from 5 years at uni. Before I started the Course, I

was a bit unsure what to expect, even though I had heard so many good things about Leo’s I still wasn’t 

completely sure what I was getting myself into. I had been told that the way they run Leo’s is similar to 

working in a law firm, you are given different scenarios and clients and you have the opportunity to 

manage a file from start to finish, completing all the steps involved, as you would in a law firm. 

At first the idea of a simulated work place environment seemed strange to me, but it is surprising how 

quickly you get involved in the process. By completing Leo’s files, they give you an opportunity to 

experience different areas of the law and understand how they work and how they would be dealt with 

in a real law firm. Currently I have completed civil litigation, crime, divorce and will files. In most cases 

you will also have a practical element before you complete the file, such as a Divorce Hearing, a Will 

Execution, Client Interview or Bail Applications. 

Although these can be daunting, the experience you get out of them is very beneficial. Leo’s - like 

other PLT providers - offer the opportunity to complete the program online as well as onsite. 

I chose to do it online, mainly because I wanted to be able to continue working where I currently do, 

therefore meaning I couldn’t commit to attending Monday to Friday as the onsite students do. I do not 

regret this decision at all. Being an online student, you still have days that you need to attend onsite and 

you are still doing the same work that the onsite students are doing. You are assigned a group of around 

20 people and you work with this group for the duration of the 6 months. Obviously being online I do not 

get the same kind of contact that you have being onsite, but you still have day-to-day assistance and 

people are always very willing to assist you. I will admit that being an online student does have its 

difficulties, the course load can be a lot at times and can be hard to manage. But it is very rewarding in 

the end and I really enjoy studying online. 
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Leo Cussen has helped me to gain a greater understanding of what working in a law firm is like. The 

Course is very different to studying at university and the practical skills I have obtained from Leo 

Cussen has been invaluable. Studying at Leos has reminded me why I chose to study law in the first 

place and want to continue to practice law in my future career. I could not recommend this course 

more highly. 

LEO CUSSEN iNSTITUTE

360 Little Bourke St,

Melbourne VIC 3000

Tel: (03) 9602 3111

The Leo Cussen Centre for Law provides for the opportunity to achieve your 

Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice in an onsite (full-time) or online (full and part– 

time) delivery mode. 

When you satisfactorily complete Leo Cussens you are qualified for admission as 

an Australian Legal Practitioner. 

Leo Cussen has two intakes a year. All information about relevant dates and other 

information can 

be found at: www.leocussen.edu.au 
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THE COURTS
The life of a Judge's Associate 
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JASON ALLEN, 
FORMER DLSS GEELONG OFF CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Of all the legal jobs you may have heard about that of the Judge’s Associate may be one of the less 

well known. But don’t let this fool you – this gig is truly a hidden gem! While there are a few career 

Associates the role is generally seen as a pit-stop or side adventure on the road to a different legal 

profession. Junior lawyers from commercial firms will often seek a secondment of a few years to 

work as an associate to a commercially focussed Judge. A very common story is for those seeking to 

move quickly to the bar to work as an Associate on the way through. 

Serving as an Associate is a truly incredibly opportunity. You get paid (generally a pretty great wage 

and entitlements at that) to sit in court all day and observe the best - and worst - that the 

legal profession has to offer. 

You will help your Judge with duties such as scheduling and maintaining their diary, preparing cases 

for court, liaising with counsel, performing legal research and mechanically giving effect to the 

orders they pass. As you come to know your Judge’s working style you may be invited to help draft 

decisions and discuss the issues at play in significant cases. Your job is basically to make life easier 

for your Judge. In doing so it is not uncommon to develop a very close working relationship with 

someone at the peak of the profession – a situation which can otherwise be hard to come by. 

Another great perk is the ability to go on circuit with a court to sit in a regional location for a few 

weeks. These are generally highly coveted working and are basically a holiday. Definitively one of 

the highlights of the job! 

If you are interested in the role definitely think about what sort of law you eventually want to 

practice. There’s not much point applying to a High Court Justice if you can’t stand constitutional 

law, or to a County Court Judge if you’re seeking to do appellate research and not interested in 

trial work. This will especially help you when it comes to applying for a position as the hiring 

decisions are generally made directly by the Judge’s themselves. Show your passion and 

capability and you will be well on the way to landing the role! 
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WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT BEING A 
JUDGE'S ASSOCIATE? 
The Judge's Associates Guide (presented by the Law Council of Australia) covers 

the role, records of former associates' experiences, records of judges' experiences 

with their associates and application tips. Most importantly, the Guide collates the 

details about how to apply in every State and Territory in Australia. You can access 

the guide by visiting the ALSA Website. 

OBJECTIVES

YOU CAN ALSO GAIN EXPERIENCE AS A 
TIPSTAFF 
Some Supreme Court Judges also employ Tipstaffs who is not required to be 

legally qualified. These individuals provide extensive courtroom and administrative 

support to a Judge. They also liaise with other Court staff, lawyers, Government 

agencies and members of the public. The Supreme Court maintains a register of 

expressions of interest to work as Court staff to Judges and Associate Judges. 

Tipstaff positions may also be advertised independently to meet demand. 
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5 Reasons to choose PLT Plus

Now in its second year, our new and improved program puts you first. With a renewed 
focus on flexibility, convenience and practical relevant training, it’s no wonder more 
students are choosing PLT Plus over any other program.

Now it’s your turn to discover what the fuss is all about. 

J O I N  T H O U S A N D S  O F 
S A T I S F I E D  L A W  S T U D E N T S 
A C R O S S  A U S T R A L I A

For course dates or more 
information about our PLT Plus 
program visit The College of Law 
website www.collaw.edu.au/pltplus  
or contact our Student Services 
Team on 1300 856 111 or 
enrolments@collaw.edu.au 

The College of Law is Australasia’s 
largest provider of Practical Legal 
Training (PLT), with campuses in 
Brisbane, Melbourne, Sydney and 
Perth. We also conduct programs 
in Adelaide, Canberra and regional 
Queensland, as well as onsite 
sessions in London. The College 
of Law’s PLT program leads to the 
award of a Graduate Diploma of 
Legal Practice (GDLP) which makes 
you eligible to apply for direct 
admission to your state  
or territory.

Your career. Maximised.

Y O U ’ L L  B E  M O R E  ‘ P R A C T I C E - R E A D Y ’
PLT Plus places greater emphasis on task-based, hands-on learning. It’s also the 
only program that offers a Legal Business Skills Series – equipping you with vital 
workplace skills such as time management, leadership and communication. 

Y O U ’ L L  B E  M O R E  A T T R A C T I V E  T O  E M P L O Y E R S
As Australasia’s largest provider of PLT, The College of Law has a global reputation 
for excellence. We are also the preferred provider to 9 of the top 10 law firms  
in Australia.

Y O U ’ L L  G E T  M O R E  S U P P O R T  A N D  G U I D A N C E
With one-to-one lecturer support and comprehensive Practice Papers to take 
into the workplace, our goal is to help you succeed the moment you enter the 
professional workforce.

Y O U ’ L L  S T U D Y  H O W  A N D  W H E N  Y O U  W A N T
With only 5 days of face-to-face attendance plus full-time and part-time study 
options, PLT Plus is truly flexible. We also offer more than 10 courses a year in 
Melbourne, allowing you to study at a time that suits you – not us.

Y O U ’ L L  E N J O Y  B E N E F I T S  T O  L A S T  A  L I F E T I M E
As a PLT Plus graduate, you receive lifelong discounts on all our short programs – 
plus ongoing invitations to our alumni and networking events. What’s more, you’ll 
receive two subjects of credit towards the College LLM program.

PLT Plus – today’s most in-demand Practical Legal 
Training (PLT) program, delivered by The College of Law. 



WHY WORK REGIONALLY?

Great Locations

Your Case Load

Services Spotlight

Networking Opportunities

A Deakin Law Students' Society Geelong Inc. publication 

Deakin University, Geelong Waterfront Campus 

1 Gheringhap Street, Geelong VIC 3220

Lawyers working in regional, rural or remote Australia have diverse working experiences. 

Working regionally, you get to cover a wide range of legal disciplines like family, 

commercial or property matters - without having to wait for a rotation. This gives you the 

chance to develop expertise in multiple areas of law, and determine what you really like. 

There are numerous opportunities for legal careers in Victoria across a range of 

different disciplines in both the private and public sector. As part of a select, exclusive 

group of graduates, you are equipped with the ability to stand out and make a name for 

yourself within a community.

Many law firms, community legal centres and public assistance services are unable to find 

suitable lawyers to fill vacancies when they arise and are being impeded by the drain 

of corporate knowledge caused by a constant turnover of staff. Working regionally, you 

play a vital role in the community and have a chance to launch a secure, long-term career. 

No matter where you go, people need access to legal advice. There are countless law 

firms and government agencies throughout the state that offer training or graduate 

programs. You can visit the Rural Regional and Remote Law (RRRLaw) website to discover 

more about the opportunities on Victoria and read detailed firm and practitioner profiles.
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My name is D’Arcy Curtis-McDonald and I completed my 

Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Commerce at Deakin 

University (Geelong Waterfront Campus) in October 2016.   

I was fortunate enough to secure a Supervised Legal 

Traineeship at the Shepparton branch of Morrison and 

Sawers.  Morrison and Sawers consists of approximately 40 

people, with offices in Shepparton, Kyabram and Echuca. The 

firm’s main areas of practice include Family Law, Property 

Law, Wills and Estates, Civil Litigation and Water Law.   

As a trainee in the firm’s Family Law department I’m 

expected to begin developing the necessary skills to be an 

effective lawyer in the legal industry. The law in practice is 

completely different to what we are all taught at university. 

 I’m rarely expected to do research in Family Law – most of 

my responsibilities centre around drafting Court documents 

(such as Affidavits and Subpoenas), writing letters to 

opposing solicitors, attending client appointments and 

briefing Counsel.  I’m also aiding with Victims of Crime, a 

specialised area of law designed to assist those people 

affected by criminal acts.   

From the outset, I knew that I wanted to practice law 

regionally.  I grew up in the country and had heard stories of 

the intense pressure first year graduate lawyers are placed 

under at many of the major firms. 

The lifestyle of country practice was incredibly appealing – most nights I finish before 6:00pm. I also only 

travel ten minutes to get to work. This is a luxury many Melbourne lawyers don’t have. 

I would urge all law students to consider working regionally.  There is no disadvantage to beginning 

your legal career outside of Melbourne. In fact, there are many advantages. I have had the 

opportunity to have heavy client contact and Court experience early in my career, as well as involvement 

in various forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution. 

The best advice I could give any Deakin Law student considering applying for a Supervised Legal 

Traineeship or graduate job is to do your research.  Try to figure out what you want and the steps that 

you must take to get there. After making an informed decision as to which direction you want your legal 

career to go, you can then tailor your graduate applications accordingly. Good luck! 

A Deakin Law Students' Society Geelong Inc. publication 

Deakin University, Geelong Waterfront Campus 

1 Gheringhap Street, Geelong VIC 3220

D’ARCY CURTIS-MCDONALD
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 1 To be eligible to apply for seasonal clerkships a student must 
be in their final or penultimate year of study, that is, they 
intend to commence their final semester in 2018. Students 
who have already completed their law degree are eligible to 
apply; however, applications will be accepted at the discretion 
of each firm. .1

 2 Applications for seasonal clerkships will open no earlier than 
9am on Monday, 10 July 2017.

 3 Applications for seasonal clerkships will close no later than 
11.59pm on Sunday, 13 August 2017.

 4 Any offer made under these guidelines relates to clerkships 
within a one year period from the date of offer, but can be 
extended in circumstances agreed between the student and 
the law firm for a further one year period if a student requests 
a deferral of the clerkship. 

 5 Any offer of clerkship must remain open for a minimum period 
of 4 business hours from the time the offer was made or until 
10am the following business day for offers made after 1pm, 
subject to paragraph 5(a): 

a. Students must not hold more than four seasonal clerkship 
offers for a period of more than 2 business hours.

  For the purpose of this paragraph “business hours” is defined 
as the period between 9am and 5pm and “business day” 
means Monday to Friday.

 6 Law firms will make offers concerning seasonal clerkships 
from 10am, Australian Eastern Daylight Savings Time on 
Thursday, 12 October 2017.

 7  All offers made pursuant to paragraph 6 of these Guidelines 
will be made by email. All email offers must detail: 

a. the terms of the offer; and  

b. that the offer is made pursuant to these Guidelines.

  Signatory law firms are permitted to make follow-up calls to 
offerees once the offer has been made by email. 

 8  Law firms who have entered sponsorship arrangements with 
disadvantaged students, such as those employed under the 
Indigenous Cadetship Program, are exempt from complying 
with the Guidelines in relation to those students.

 9 A law firm may withdraw from the guidelines by giving (30) 
days written notice of its intention to the Law Institute of 
Victoria (LIV), the law faculties and law student societies at all 
Victorian law schools.

 10  The LIV will maintain an up to date list of all signatory law 
firms which will be publically available on the LIV website.  

11 Students are encouraged to familiarise themselves with 
the law firm’s clerkship application policy to which they are 
applying.

12 Signatory law firms are not obligated to offer seasonal 
clerkships each year but must follow the Seasonal Clerkship 
Guidelines in the event that they do. 

13  All signatories agree to comply with all legislative 
requirements including those imposed by or otherwise 
required under the Victorian Charter of Human Rights, Victorian 
Anti-Bullying Legislation and Occupational Health & Safety Act 
2004 (Vic).

14  These Guidelines are in place to ensure fairness throughout 
the graduate recruitment process. However, each signatory is 
responsible for setting its own application processes and this 
aspect is outside the scope of these Guidelines and the Law 
Institute of Victoria’s involvement. Students are encouraged 
to familiarise themselves with the signatory’s clerkship 
application policy to which they are applying and allow 
sufficient time for lodgement of their application.

15  Where an unforeseen error occurs in the lodgement of an 
application made pursuant to these Guidelines, the student 
may make a case for consideration to the relevant signatory, 
but it is at the discretion of the signatory concerned as to 
whether the application is accepted.
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 1 Applications for graduate traineeships will open no earlier 
than 9am on Friday, 11 August 2017. 

 2 Applications for graduate traineeships will close no later 
than 11.59pm on Sunday, 27 August 2017.

 3 Subject to paragraph 3(a) any offer made under these 
guidelines relates to a graduate traineeship commencing 
in 2018; it is open to students who have already 
completed their law degree or students who will 
commence their final semester in 2017.1

a. Successful applicants who have already completed 
their law degree are eligible to commence their 
graduate traineeship prior to 2018 by agreement 
between the law firm and the applicant.

 4 An applicant who, due to “genuine necessity”, will be 
unable to attend an interview during the interview period, 
should apply to the Law Institute of Victoria (LIV) for 
permission to either: 

a. be interviewed at an earlier date, or 

b. be interviewed by electronic means if the applicant 
is overseas at the time of the genuine necessity 
application and will not return prior to, or during the 
interview period. The form of electronic means is to be 
agreed upon between the law firm and the applicant. 

  “Genuine necessity” is defined as the need to be outside 
of Victoria during the interview period, for the purpose of 
study, work experience or other purpose deemed reasonable 
by the LIV. Applications should be made to the LIV Young 
Lawyers Manager in writing and include appropriate 
supporting documentation. Written permission is to be 
granted at the sole discretion of the LIV. 

 5 Except as provided in paragraphs 8, 9 and 10, law firms will 
make offers or arrangements concerning traineeships 
from 10am Eastern Daylight Saving Time on Monday, 9 
October 2017, Graduate traineeships can be deferred in 
circumstances agreed between the student and the firm for 
a further one year period if a student requests a deferral of 
the traineeship. 

 6 All offers made pursuant to paragraph 5 of these Guidelines 
will be made by email. Law firms will not make follow-up 
calls to offerees before 11am on the date of offer. All email 
offers must detail:  

a. the terms of the offer; and 

b. that the offer is made pursuant to these Guidelines. 

 7 Except as provided in paragraph 10, an offer of traineeship 
will remain open for a period of not less than twenty-four 
(24) hours from the time the offer was made or until 11am 
the following business day for offers made prior to 11am. 
Firms should make this known to students at the time of 
making offers in accordance with paragraph seven. 

 8 Law firms who have entered sponsorship arrangements 
with disadvantaged students, such as those employed 
under the Indigenous Cadetship Program, are exempt 
from complying with these guidelines in relation to those 
students.

 9 Law firms may make ‘priority offers’ of traineeships to eligible 
students in accordance with paragraph 3 on the dates set 
out in paragraph 10, to the following students:

a. students who within the previous two years preceding 
the date of making the offer referred to in paragraph 
10, have substantially completed seasonal clerkships 
of at least two weeks’ duration with the offering firm, 
either in Victoria or at one of the firm’s interstate or 
international offices; 
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b. students who during the previous two years and for a 
minimum period of 30 working days, have performed 
paralegal work for the offering firm, either in Victoria or 
at one of the firm’s interstate or international offices.

 10 The ‘priority offers’ made pursuant to paragraph 10 can be 
made either in writing and/or by telephone between 10am 
on Tuesday, 8 August 2017 and 12pm on Wednesday, 9 
August 2017.  A ‘priority offer’ must remain open until 
the earlier of acceptance/rejection in accordance with 
paragraphs 10(a) and 10(b) or 4pm on  Wednesday, 9 
August 2017. 

a. An applicant will not hold more than two ‘priority offers’ 
for longer than a two hour period; 

b. An applicant must accept/ reject any ‘priority offer’ 
received within 4 business hours of it being made. For 
the avoidance of doubt, if a priority offer is made after 
1.00pm, the applicant must accept or reject the offer 
by 10am the following day. Priority offers made at 1pm 
must be accepted or rejected by 5pm on the same 
business day.

  For the purpose of this paragraph ‘business hours’ 
is defined as the period between 9am and 5pm and 
‘business day’ means Monday to Friday. 

11  It is accepted that law firms invite students to express 
their interest in being considered for a priority offer at the 
conclusion of their clerkship.

12  Law firms intending to make priority offers are not 
permitted to interview market traineeship applicants 
or to make offers or arrangements concerning market 
traineeships prior to making a priority offer. For the 
avoidance of doubt, law firms are permitted to interview 
paragraph 9(b) priority offer candidates before making 
priority offers pursuant to paragraphs 9 and 10 of these 
Guidelines.

13  A law firm may withdraw from the guidelines by giving (30) 
days written notice of its intention to the Law Institute of 
Victoria (LIV), the law faculties and law student societies at 
all Victorian law schools. 

14  The LIV will maintain an up to date list of all signatory law 
firms which will be publically available on the LIV website.

15  Signatory law firms are not obligated to offer traineeships 
each year but must follow the Traineeship Guidelines in the 
event that they do. 

16  All signatories agree to comply with all legislative 
requirements including those imposed by or otherwise 
required under the Victorian Charter of Human Rights, Vi 
ctorian Anti-Bullying Legislation and Occupational Health & 
Safety Act 2004 (Vic).

17  These Guidelines are in place to ensure fairness 
throughout the graduate recruitment process. However, 
each signatory is responsible for setting its own application 
processes and this aspect is outside the scope of these 
Guidelines and the Law Institute of Victoria’s involvement. 
Students are encouraged to familiarise themselves with 
the signatory’s traineeship application policy to which they 
are applying and allow sufficient time for lodgement of 
their application.

18  Where an unforeseen error occurs in the lodgement of 
an application made pursuant to these Guidelines, the 
student may make a case for consideration to the relevant 
signatory, but it is at the discretion of the signatory 
concerned as to whether the application is accepted.

FUrTHEr INFOrMATION  
T: 9607 9370  E: younglaw@liv.asn.au



ACTION DATE

Application period opens MONDAY, 10 JULY 2017

Application period closes
SUNDAY, 13 AUGUST 2017
11.59pm

Offers made from
THURSDAY, 12 OCTOBER 2017
10am
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Traineeship Guidelines 
SCHEDULE OF DATES
SEASONAL CLERKSHIPS

FUrTHEr INFOrMATION  
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your career

ACTION DATE

Market application period opens FRIDAY, 11 AUGUST 2017

Priority offers made from
TUESDAY, 8 AUGUST 2017
10am

Priority offers close
WEDNESDAY, 9 AUGUST 2017
4pm

Market application period closes
SUNDAY, 27 AUGUST 2017
11.59pm

Traineeship market offers made from
MONDAY, 9 OCTOBER 2017
10am

TRAINEESHIPS



LIV Traineeship and Seasonal  
Clerkship Guideline Signatories
THESE FIRMS ARE SIGNATORIES TO THE LIV GUIDELINES AND THE LIST IS CURRENT AS OF FEBRUARY 2017.

SIGNATORY FIRMS ADDRESS TRAINEESHIP 
GUIDELINES

SEASONAL 
CLERKSHIP 
GUIDELINES

Allens Level 37, 101 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Arnold Bloch Leibler Level 21, 333 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Ashurst Australia Level 26, 181 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Baker & McKenzie Level 19, 181 William St, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Best Hooper 563 Little Lonsdale Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

BJT Legal 38 Lydiard Street South, BALLARAT 3350 Yes Yes

Boothby & Boothby 883 Dandenong Road, CAULFIELD EAST 3145 Yes No

Clarendon Lawyers Level 17 Rialto North Tower, 525 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Clarke & Barwood Lawyers 61-65 Gellibrand Street, COLAC 3250 Yes Yes

Clayton Utz Level 18, 333 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Clements Hutchins & Co 114 Queen Street, ALTONA 3018 Yes Yes

Colin Biggers and Paisley Lawyers Level 23, 181 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

Corrs Chambers Westgarth Bourke Place, Level 36, 600 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Costanzo Lawyers Suite 2, 261-265 Blackburn Rd, DONCASTER 3109 Yes Yes

Coulter Roache Level 1, 235 Ryrie Street, GEELONG 3220 Yes Yes

Davis Lawyers 15/200 Queen Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

DLA Piper Level 21, 140 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Eales & Mackenzie 5/95 Queen Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Gilbert + Tobin Level 22, 101 Collins Street MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Hall & Wilcox Level 11, Rialto South Tower, 525 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Harmers Workplace Lawyers Level 40, 140 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Harris Lieberman Level 3, 111-113 Hume Street, WODONGA 3690 Yes No

Hayes & Associates 352 Nepean Highway, FRANKSTON 3199 Yes Yes

Herbert Smith Freehills 101 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Hicks Oakley Chessell Williams Central 1, Level 2, Suite 17, 1 Ricketts Road, MOUNT WAVERLEY 3149 Yes Yes

Holding Redlich Level 8, 555 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

HWL Ebsworth Level 26, 530 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

IKRP Eugenia Mitrakis & Co 246 Albert Road, SOUTH MELBOURNE 3205 Yes Yes



SIGNATORY FIRMS ADDRESS TRAINEESHIP 
GUIDELINES

SEASONAL 
CLERKSHIP 
GUIDELINES

K & L Gates Level 25, 525 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Kevin Davine & Sons Suite 3, 1 Barkly Street, WARRAGUL 3820 Yes Yes

King & Wood Mallesons Level 50, 600 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Lander & Rogers Level 12 Bourke Place, 600 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Legal Branch 
Department of Premier & Cabinet

Level 3, 1 Treasury Place,  EAST MELBOURNE 3002 Yes No

Logie-Smith Lanyon 12/575 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

M+K Lawyers 40-42 Scott Street, DANDENONG 3175 Yes No

Mackinnon Jacobs Horton & Irving Level 4, 179 Queen Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

Maddens Lawyers 1A Liebig Street, WARRNAMBOOL 3280 Yes Yes

Maddocks 140 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Maurice Blackburn Lawyers Level 10, 456 Lonsdale Street, MELBOURNE 3001 Yes Yes

Mills Oakley Lawyers Level 6, 530 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Minter Ellison Rialto Towers, 525 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Mitrakas Savas & Co Level 1, 883 High Street, ARMADALE 3143 Yes No

Nevile & Co Level 11, 100 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Nevin Lenne & Gross 57 Clyde Street, MYRTLEFORD 3737 Yes Yes

Norris Coates Lawyers Level 10, 99 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Norton Rose RACV Tower, Level 24, 485 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Nowicki Carbone 302 King Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

Office of Public Prosecutions 565 Lonsdale Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Pointon Partners Level 14, 565 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Robert Wood & Associates 17 Chandler Road, BORONIA 3155 Yes No

Robinson Gill 701 Station Street, BOX HILL 3128 Yes Yes

Russell Kennedy Level 12, 469 LaTrobe Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Ryan Carlisle Thomas 41 Robinson Street, DANDENONG 3175 Yes Yes

Septimus Jones & Lee Level 5, 99 William Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Sharrock Pitman Legal Suite 2, 40 Montclair Avenue, GLEN WAVERLEY 3150 Yes Yes

Slater & Gordon 485 LaTrobe Street, MELBOURNE 3000 No Yes

Sullivan Braham 104 Raymond Street, SALE 3805 Yes No

Tanya Circovic & Associates 19 Lansdowne, EAST MELBOURNE 3002 Yes Yes

Thomson Geer Level 39, Rialto South Tower, 525 Collins Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Transport Accident Commission 60 Brougham Street, GEELONG 3220 Yes Yes

Victoria Legal Aid 350 Queen Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No

Victorian Government 
Solicitor’s Office

Level 25, 121 Exhibition Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes Yes

Vincent Verduci & Associates Level 1, 186 Barkly Street, FOOTSCRAY 3011 Yes No

Wainwright Ryan Eid Level 4, 530 Lonsdale Street, MELBOURNE 3000 Yes No
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THE CLERKSHIP JOURNEY
Final Year Law Student

The Seasonal Clerkship process, whereby one obtains up to three internships in commercial law 

firms, is unfortunately clothed in infamy, due to great demand which is routinely not matched by 

supply. No journey is the same and each candidate is different, so whether you receive 20 internship 

offers or none, remember that clerkships are not the end of the road. As Theodore Roosevelt made 

clear, the only person that counts is the one in the arena. So don’t give up!   

The only variable that you can control is yourself, and to this end, the best chance you have at 

boosting your employability is to be the best prepared for the process. 

Here is what I have learned: 

The first place to start is with the somewhat elusive “commercial awareness” concept that every 

commercial lawyer talks about. Most students think it is to know what is happening in the Australian 

commercial and political landscape, so essentially, to follow the news. However, what will set you 

apart is not your knowledge of the world we live in per se, but your ability to critically analyse 

events. Everyone reads the paper and watches the news, and everyone can cite a few titles. Only a 

few can explore the depths of a commercial case in a critical and analytical way, which is what firms 

do for their clients. So, read the papers, select a couple of issues that actually interest you, and 

research them in depth. 

For example, you could follow closely the prices of petrol, meaning you should be able to analyse 

and discuss (1) OPEC countries and Russian economic policies, (2) Shale Gas investment in the US 

and Australia, (3) renewable energy, (4) electric car revolution, and (5) Australian energy security (in 

particular South Australia). If you want to take the extra step, you may even discuss competition law 

and cartel conduct in the oil industry. 

Pick either the ‘apply to all’ methodology or select a few key firms. I chose the latter, which allowed 

me to research in depth what the firms market themselves as, and what type of candidates they 

seek. If you know what exactly they are looking for, you can tailor your cover letter to show that you 

are a match. You can potentially split you research among friends.  

ANDREA ANASTASI

COMMERCIAL AWARENESS

SELECT YOUR FIRMS AND RESEARCH
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THE CLERKSHIP JOURNEY

  

I can say that I redrafted my resume about eight times, and I redrafted my base cover letter twelve 

times, before adapting it to the other firms, redrafting the adaptations another two or three times. All 

the while, asking trusted friends and family members to read and comment on the drafts. 

The key is to have an application tailored for the firm showcasing who you are, which will only be 

achieved via ensuring that your application is perfect. Do not just attribute, to yourself, the 

characteristics that firms advertise they want. Actually show who you are, because if you are not

honest with your potential employer, they either will not employ you, or if they do, you probably will 

not be at the firm that is right for you. 

  

Every firm will have a slightly different process, so you can find yourself juggling a combination of 

phone interviews, group interviews and in-person interviews with HR or lawyers. 

A standard interview is generally easier than obtaining one in the first place, and it usually assesses 

how well you can connect with the interviewers. The best method for preparation is to research 

interview questions and sit practice interviews with friends, so that on the day you will not be 

overwhelmed by nerves. 

  

The clerkship experience itself will be very dependent on the firm program, the period and the 

practice group. The December period is always more social, with Christmas parties. You may find that 

your practice group is really busy, or really quiet, but overall, it should give you a good idea on how 

the firm is and how your working life could be. 

The only advice here is to try and be as proactive as you can, to work for as many people as possible 

within the practice group and not hide your personality or any difficulties you may encounter. 

  

After your clerkship is over, all you can do is wait for the call, and if there is no call, you have boosted 

your resume, experienced life at a firm and will be in a better position for future job applications!   

DRAFT AND REDRAFT

INTERVIEW

CLERKSHIP

JOB OFFER
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For interviews

TOP 10 TIPS:

Research the 
Organisation and 
Interviewer 

Find out as much as possible about the 
organisation prior to the interview. It 
is important to know a few key facts 
about the firm and make sure you 
know the names of your interviewers 
and check out their profile on the 
company website or LinkedIn. To 
keep up to date with the numerous 
organisations you have applied for  it 
is a good idea to set up Google alerts 
to be alerted on the latest news for the 
firms you are applying with.

Don’t rush 
Plan how you will get to the 

interview and make sure you arrive 10 
minutes early. 

Dress to impress 
It is better to be over dressed 

than under dressed!

Profile and  
sell yourself 

This is your chance to profile and 
market yourself.  Be very clear before 
your interview on the key points you 
would like to express. Make a list of 
your top points to remind yourself 
when you’re in the interview. 

Why you and  
why them? 

Think about why the organisation 
should employ you and why you are 
an exceptional candidate for the role. 
What do you have to offer? And why 
do you want to work for that particular 
organisation?  What is it about them 
that makes them stand out from the 
crowd?

Don’t ramble, be 
specific and provide 
examples 

Think about the question you have 
been asked and actually answer it.  
Prepare answers for the standard 
questions you are likely to be asked 
(team based, leadership questions etc). 
Real live examples work best, but if you 
haven’t been in that situation before, 
outline the processes you would work 
through if you did find yourself in that 
situation.

Don’t be negative 
Don’t speak negatively of your 

ex/current employer in interview no 
matter what the situation. Make a list 
of achievements in the role and try 
to focus on those points.  Speaking 
negatively can give the interviewer the 
impression you will also focus on the 
negatives in their organisation.

Remember  
to be yourself 

Your personality is what makes you, 
and the employer wants to get to 
know you.  Be honest and avoid 
regurgitation of standard answers.  
Most organisations are looking to 
employ a diverse range of people, not 
one standard ‘type’. Don’t suppress 
your personality to ‘fit in’ with what 
you think the employer wants; it’s 
important to be happy in your job and 
to do that, you’ve got to be you.

Ask questions 
Interviews should not be one-

way. This is a perfect time to find out 
more information about the firm that 
you would not regularly find on the 
internet. Having questions ready to ask 
shows good preparation and a true 
interest in the organisation.  

Use every 
opportunity 

Networking is the best way to build 
relationships with people within the 
organisation.  You may not always 
be successful in getting this job, but 
the networking may help you get 
another job. Never lose interest in an 
opportunity during interview because 
it doesn’t sound like the role for you 
or you don’t feel the interview is going 
well. Continue to give the interview 
100% you never know where it may 
lead you or what the interviewer is 
thinking.

Good luck!
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Plan and prepare
Think about what type of place 

you would like to work for, what are 
the big ticket items that you would 
like to see from your employer and 
then research firms that align with this.  
Think about what makes you a good 
candidate and what makes you stand 
out from the other applicants who will 
also apply for the job.

Tailor your  
cover letter 

Your cover letter should be unique 
to each organisation. Research the 
name of the person you should be 
directing your application to and avoid 
addressing your cover letter to generic 
terms like ‘sir’ or ‘madam’ make it 
personal! 

Avoid restating 
information

Your cover letter and resume are a 
packaged deal. There’s no need to 
restate information in your cover 
letter if you already outlined it in 
your resume, but you may wish to 
reemphasise important aspects of your 
background.

Questions are 
welcome 

When you are reading adverts online 
and you have a specific query about 
the role or organisation call the HR 
Contact  and ask your question – this 
is ok! It is vital to remember expressing 
your interest is not a question.

Highlight your 
key strengths and 
experience  

Make sure you understand and address 
the selection criteria. You can usually 
find these in the job advertisement or 
the position description. 

Formatting  
and layout 

This is your chance to demonstrate 
your written communication skills.  
Make sure you are clear and concise. 
Consider using dot points and also 
the length of your application (keep 
your cover letter to one page and your 
resume to three pages).

Be honest
Consider your resume to be 

your personalised marketing tool to 
promote who you are, your skills and 
why you’re suitable for the job, but 
don’t oversell yourself or stretch the 
truth. 

Spelling, grammar 
and punctuation 
check 

One of the most important steps that 
people often forget is to ensure that 
your spell check is set to ‘English 
(Australia)’. Read through your 
application after you have run the 
spell check because it is not a fail safe 
option.

Triple check 
Have another person read 

through your application; because it is 
the first time they will have seen your 
application, they may pick up things 
you might not have considered. 

Electronic upload
Think about how the 

employer will receive your application. 
If it’s electronic, consider converting 
your application into PDF format 
because this is a more secure way to 
submit an electronic file than via MS 
Word. Free PDF conversion programs 
are available on the internet.

TOP 10 TIPS:
For applications 
(Cover letter and resume)
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Insightful legal partnerships.
At Coulter Roache we build insightful 
legal partnerships to help our clients meet 
the challenges of today while planning for 
tomorrow. 

Control today.  
Create tomorrow.

Our specialist expertise includes:
>  Corporate & Commercial

>  Intellectual Property

>  Corporate Services

>  Litigation & Dispute Resolution

>  Workplace Relations

>  Property & Development

>  Family Law

>  Wills, Estates & Succession Planning

Level 1, 235 Ryrie Street  
Geelong, Victoria 3220
 
03 5273 5273
coulterroache.com.au



A Coulter Roache Seasonal Clerkship will help you bridge the gap between theory and practice. 
For some, this has been a successful pathway to a Graduate Traineeship and career with our firm.  
Coulter Roache offers up to 20 Seasonal Clerkship places each year.  Each clerkship runs for a 
period of two weeks.  

What we look for
Smart, energetic law students with strong academic results in law.  You will have a professional 
manner, be friendly, down to earth and able to engage easily with both colleagues and clients.  Being 
involved in the Geelong community in any way will be an advantage, as will experience in a 
leadership position.

What you get
An in-depth understanding of what our firm does and a chance to see if you might enjoy working 
with a firm like Coulter Roache in the future.  You will get hands-on practical legal experience, which 
could involve drafting correspondence and court documents, reviewing and considering legislation 
and case law, and observing our lawyers conduct client meetings, mediations and court 
appearances.  During this time we will also learn about your abilities, skills and career aspirations.

While completing the Seasonal Clerkship, you will have the opportunity to be involved in all our team 
activities including social events, celebrations and community involvement.

Our Law Graduate Program
Our Law Graduate Program is open to those students who have completed a Seasonal Clerkship 
with Coulter Roache.  

2018 Seasonal Clerkship Program:

Please contact our Human Resources Manager, Belinda Perisic on 03 5273 5273 or 
recruitment@coulterroache.com.au.

Our Seasonal Clerkship Program

Control today.  
Create tomorrow..

03 5273 5273  
coulterroache.com.au

2017 Application Timelines
Applications for both programs are open in line with the LIV Seasonal Clerkship and Traineeship 
Guidelines:

2018 Law Graduate Program:
Application Period Opens: Monday 10 July 2017

Application Period Closes: Sunday 13 August 2017

Offers made: after 10:00am on Thursday 12 October 2017

Application period opens: Friday 11 August 2017

Application Period Closes: Sunday 27 August 2017

Offers made after 10:00am on Monday 9 October 2017

For further information:



Rohan Kelly - 2017 Law Graduate
On the first day of my clerkship at Coulter Roache, I was unsure of what 
to expect.  I had never worked in a law firm and was quite nervous as to 
the standard expected and what skills I could bring to Coulter Roache. 
However, my two week clerkship was one of the most memorable 
experiences of my law degree.  I was exposed to a range of practice areas 
such as Litigation, Family Law and Commercial Law.  I remember going to 
the Federal Circuit Court in Melbourne to observe a three day Family Law 
trial; it was almost like watching the finale of a television series!  The 
excitement of watching counsel cross-examine witnesses, hearing 

evidence be tendered before the court and having an opportunity to understand Family Law in 
practice was an experience that university could not provide. 

My advice to students with a clerkship at Coulter Roache is to be yourself and adapt to the 
workplace culture.  You have two weeks to leave an impression and getting to know the lawyers and 
staff is essential.  Ultimately, the firm is looking for graduates who have personalities that are akin to 
our workplace culture and our vision and values.  Whilst university marks were important, 
participation in competitions, the Deakin Law Students’ Society and volunteering proved to be more 
interesting topics of discussion during interviews. 

‘Control today. Create tomorrow.’  Control your clerkship by getting involved and demonstrate your 
enthusiasm in order to create a career pathway at our valued firm. 

Control today.  
Create tomorrow.

03 5273 5273  
coulterroache.com.au

Lauren Handreck - 2017 Law Graduate
After completing my Law degree at Deakin University in October 2016, I 
began working as a Law Graduate at Coulter Roache in February of this 
year.  Throughout the year I will complete my Graduate Diploma of Legal 
Practice with the College of Law, as well as three two-month rotations 
through the Property, Family Law and Wills, Estates and Succession 
Planning departments.  The program will therefore enable me to develop 
a broad range of skills and knowledge across multiple areas of law.  

Within each department I am lucky to be paired with a Senior Lawyer as 
my mentor.  This allows me to learn practical, written and oral 

communication skills first-hand from our knowledgeable staff.  Having a mentor has also helped me 
to feel confident and comfortable in my transition from university to full-time legal work.  From my 
very first day, I have been given the opportunity to undertake challenging practical work and gain 
experience through having contact with clients and the court system.  

Following my Seasonal Clerkship, I was drawn to Coulter Roache as I believe the firm provides the 
perfect balance between professionalism and community involvement.  Since beginning in 
February, I have joined the firm’s social netball team and attended numerous networking events 
with other Geelong business professionals and not-for-profit organisations.  I believe the Graduate 
Program at Coulter Roache has placed me in great stead to be a compassionate and accurate legal 
professional upon my admission in October. 
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HARWOOD ANDREWS
Firm Spotlight

ABOUT THE FIRM
arwood Andrews take pride in creating future leaders and encourages creativity and innovative thinking 

amongst our staff. We are committed to attracting and retaining the best talent. We value candidates 

who are client focused, goal driven and who strive to be the best that they can be. We work in a 

collaborative environment with a team focus, where you will receive mentoring, coaching and an 

opportunity to do some really great work. 

We work hard to provide a supportive and positive workplace culture. 

We take the time to listen to each other, display empathy and respect at all times. We communicate 

regularly and understand that our people want to have a sense of purpose and feel engaged in what 

they do. We build positive relationships with each other so everyone has the opportunity to grow, 

develop and achieve. We also have a bit of fun at work which is really important.  

B CORPORATION CERTIFICATION
We are committed to change and ensuring that we have a positive impact on the environment and the 

communities in which we work and live. We encourage every employee to play a part in making this a 

reality. That's why we have become a B Corporation. B Corporation certification is issued to businesses 

by the not-for-profit B Lab. To be certified as a B Corporation a business must meet high standards of 

social and environmental performance, accountability and transparency. We are really proud of this 

certification and plan to use it as a measurement tool to continue to improve our impact on the 

environment and our communities.  

GIVING BACK
Our employees are encouraged to become members of boards and committees in the not-for- profit 

sector, and to provide pro-bono legal services. This allows employees to not only give back to important 

support services, but also to grow and develop as professionals and as people. 

Taking a proactive approach to protecting the environment is important. Our internal greening committee 

focuses on improving our environmental impact and we are active members of the Australian Legal 

Sector Alliance (AusLSA). AusLSA works to promote sustainable practices across the legal sector, and as 

part of our involvement with AusLSA we report on our carbon footprint each year. We also show our 

support to our communities through sponsorship across different community sectors including sport, 

entertainment and the arts, education and business.  

PRACTICE AREAS
• Business Law; 

• Dispute Resolution; 

• Employment, IR & OH&S 

• Property 

• Planning and Environment; 

• Local Government;

•Wills & Estate; 

• Family Law;  
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CLERKSHIP PROGRAM
Harwood Andrews’ seasonal clerkship program provides you with the opportunity to taste life at 

Harwood Andrews and experience the inner workings at our firm. This is a great opportunity to gain a 

valuable insight into the firm’s culture and to work closely with our team of lawyers across a range of 

practice areas. The objective of a seasonal clerkship is to offer a formal and well-rounded learning 

opportunity. The three week program provides you with a snapshot of the legal profession and gives 

you an exciting opportunity to experience what it’s like to work in a law firm. 

At the commencement of your seasonal clerkship you will be introduced to your buddy who will be 

responsible for giving you the support you need to ensure that your clerkship is rewarding and you 

experience is positive. We offer three clerkships in December and July each year. To apply for the 

Harwood Andrews clerkship program, you must include: 

• a cover letter 

• an up to date Curriculum Vitae 

• a transcript of all available academic results 

submit your application by email to hr@harwoodandrews.com.au.  

GRADUATE PROGRAM
Harwood Andrews’ graduate program provides a formal and extensive development program, which 

focuses on advancing your business skills and legal knowledge. 

Successful candidates are those who share our client focussed, collaborative and innovative approach 

to business, and who are keen to apply themselves in a dynamic environment. 

We look for graduates who can display an interest in the practice areas of our firm and who demonstrate 

an understanding of the commerciality of business. We value strong communication, presentation and 

interpersonal skills. The graduate program is for 12 months. In addition to in-house training and 

mentoring you will also participate in the College of Law program to assist in meeting the required 

competencies for admission to practice. We usually offer a rotation in two of our practice areas. 

Please include: 

• a cover letter and an up to date Curriculum Vitae 

• a transcript of all available academic results 

• details of your work experience, community involvement, 

leadership experience and extra-curricular activities. 

A principal is appointed as your mentor at the commencement

of your graduate year. Our yearly intake depends on the firm’s 

current requirements. To apply for the Harwood Andrews graduate 

program, submit your application by email to 

hr@harwoodandrews.com.au.  

HARWOOD ANDREWS

70 Gheringhap St,

Geelong VIC 3220

Tel: 5225 5225
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TRANSPORT ACCIDENT 
COMMISSION TAC

GOVERNMENT SPOTLIGHT
The Transport Accident Commission (TAC) was established in 1986. The TAC is a Victorian 

Government-owned organisation whose role is to promote road safety, improve the State's trauma 

system and support those who have been injured on our roads. 

The TAC is a no-fault scheme. This means that benefits are paid to an injured person, regardless of 

who caused the accident. The funds the TAC needs to perform these functions come from payments 

made by Victorian motorists when they register their vehicles each year with VicRoads. The TAC uses 

its funds fairly and responsibly to ensure it is able to meet the needs of seriously injured people who 

need lifetime care. The TAC is the most equitable personal injury scheme in the world and aims to 

set international standards in its service delivery. 

Our team of dedicated and talented lawyers help to make this possible. Our lawyers work across a 

number of jurisdictions predominantly in the personal injury and medico-legal areas involved in both 

Statutory Benefit and Common Law matters. TAC also has a small number of lawyers that work in 

commercial law, criminal law, policy, and governance areas. Our lawyers are encouraged to promote 

fairness, to remain focussed on resolving issues, and to treat all parties with dignity and respect. The 

TAC also offers the opportunity for our Lawyers to be involved in pro bono work through the Barwon 

Homeless Persons Legal Clinic. 

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT

COMISSION (TAC)

60 Brougham St,

Geelong VIC 3220

Tel: 1300 654 329
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hwlebsworth.com.au

Adelaide | Alice Springs | Brisbane | Canberra | Darwin | Hobart |  Melbourne | Norwest | Perth | Sydney

Overview

HWL Ebsworth is an integrated, full service commercial law firm, providing expert legal services at competitive rates.  By offering 
clients access to leading legal specialists with relevant industry experience, we have established ourselves as a legal service 
provider of choice for organisations domestically and internationally.

HWL Ebsworth is the largest legal partnership in Australia according to the most recent partnership surveys published by The
Australian and the Australian Financial Review. The firm comprises 1,080 staff, including 217 Partners, 538 other legal staff 
and 325 support staff across offices in ten locations: Adelaide, Alice Springs, Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne, 
Norwest (North West Sydney), Perth and Sydney. Our clients have access to the consolidated expertise and in-depth knowledge 
of experienced legal practitioners, who provide a national perspective and a commercial service delivery with an innate focus on 
developing intimate client relationships.

HWL Ebsworth offers expertise in:
 

 

Our point of difference

HWL Ebsworth’s point of difference is the inherent trust we develop with clients - which is built upon our understanding of their 
unique business needs and a relationship driven approach. This, coupled with highly competitive pricing makes us one of Australia’s 
pre-eminent commercial firms.

HWL Ebsworth operates a different business model to other leading national law practices, and this allows us to offer top tier 
practitioners at rates which are significantly lower than those of our competitors.  A fundamental principle on which our model 
is built, however, is that the quality and timeliness of advice provided is not negatively impacted by our desire to offer clients 
exceptional value.  We attract high quality lawyers and support them with the best training, knowledge management resources and 
IT systems. 

 ▪ Automotive;

 ▪ Banking & Finance;

 ▪ Construction & Infrastructure;

 ▪ Capital Markets;

 ▪ Competition and Consumer;

 ▪ Corporate and Commercial;

 ▪ Corporate Governance;

 ▪ Energy & Resources;

 ▪ Financial Services;

 ▪ Foreign Investment;

 ▪ Government;

 ▪ Infrastructure;

 ▪ Insolvency & Security Enforcement;

 ▪ Insurance;

 ▪ Intellectual Property and Trade Marks;

 ▪ Litigation & Dispute Resolution;

 ▪ Maritime, Aviation and Commodity Trading;

 ▪ Mergers & Acquisitions;

 ▪ Owners Corporations & Strata;

 ▪ Planning & Environment;

 ▪ Property;

 ▪ Retail & Franchising;

 ▪ Taxation; 

 ▪ Technology, Media and Communications; and

 ▪ Workplace Relations & Safety.

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
HWL EBSWORTH



hwlebsworth.com.au

Adelaide | Alice Springs | Brisbane | Canberra | Darwin | Hobart |  Melbourne | Norwest | Perth | Sydney

Why choose HWL Ebsworth

Each of our client teams comprise a select group of specialists with extensive experience in their areas 
of practice. Each team is supported by a pool of experts that we can draw on as needed across our 
Adelaide, Alice Springs, Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne, Norwest, Perth and Sydney 
offices. We also maintain close working relationships with a broad range of firms internationally which 
ensures that we can seamlessly offer the resources needed to tackle any transaction that our clients 
may undertake.

A core principle on which HWL Ebsworth operates is that the work must be allocated to the most 
appropriate level of seniority. We dedicate significant resources to ensure that we have a talented 
and well resourced pool of Special Counsel, Consultants, Senior Associates, Associates, Solicitors, 
Graduates and Paralegals to allocate to matters as appropriate.

Notwithstanding this depth of talent, hands on partner involvement is a core aspect of 
HWL Ebsworth’s offering.

We take time to understand our clients’ business, industry, challenges and opportunities. By 
combining that knowledge with a thorough understanding of our clients’ preferences, objectives and 
risk profile, we are ideally positioned to provide commercially relevant and tailored legal advice.

Our clients regularly praise our commercial, practical and open style of communication. Our 
documents are clear and concise. We have the courage to provide clear recommendations rather than 
merely setting out lists of alternatives.

The desire to offer our clients value for money is a cornerstone of our business model. We do not 
commit financial or human resources in any areas that do not improve the quality or timeliness of 
advice provided to our clients. In this regard, we operate our business in the same way that our clients 
operate theirs.

Our specialist experience ensures that our clients do not need to invest in us ‘coming up to speed’ or 
‘reinventing the wheel’.

 
We pride ourselves on providing realistic and competitive estimates for each matter. We are keen for 
our estimates to be as detailed as required to meet our clients’ needs. We keep clients informed of 
the progress of the matter to ensure that there are ‘no surprises’ financially.

We offer clients a broad range of pricing methods that can be tailored to a particular client’s 
circumstances and preferences.

Hand picked and
experienced team

No-nonsense approach

Realistic and flexible 
estimates

Value for money

Efficient resource allocation

Relationship focused
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LANDER & ROGERS
Firm Spotlight

ABOUT US
Lander & Rogers is a leading independent Australian law firm operating nationally from Melbourne, 

Sydney and Brisbane. We are proud to be the trusted advisor to many publicly listed and private 

Australian companies, Australian subsidiaries of global companies as well as all levels of government. 

We have seven areas of practice, and we cover a range of industry sectors, with a focus on financial 

services, insurance, government, infrastructure, real estate, and retail and supply chain. 

We believe that legal services are much more than just the law - they are about great people, 

sustained excellence and exceptional client service. We have a reputation in the legal market as a 

provider of premium legal services, and as a sought after employer. We are renowned in Australia for 

our down-to-earth and friendly workplace culture. 

PRACTICE AREAS
The firm’s legal services are multi-disciplinary in nature and cover Corporate, Commercial Disputes, 

Compensation Law, Family & Relationship Law, Insurance Law & Litigation, Property, Projects & 

Infrastructure and Workplace Relations & Safety. 

SEASONAL CLERKSHIP PROGRAM
Our seasonal clerkship program is built on learning and fun. We know you’ve joined us because you’re 

curious about what it’s like to be a lawyer, so we’ll do everything we can to show you the way by giving 

you a chance to have a go for yourself. 

On joining us you’ll be teamed with two lawyers (one experienced, and another a little closer in level to 

you) who will immerse you in the day to day running of their practices. What that means on a practical 

level will vary depending on the practice group you join (we’ll ask you to indicate your preferences), and 

could involve: 

• Researching points of law and summarising your findings 

• Drafting correspondence, court documents and sections of commercial agreements 

• Reviewing and analysing legislation and case law 

• Observing our lawyers in action at meetings, conferences, mediations and court 

• Attending practice group meetings and discussions 
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Firm Spotlight

In addition to building practical skills, you’ll also have plenty of time to get away from your desk to join 

the other seasonal clerks in your cohort to learn about your career possibilities at Landers, developing 

your understanding of our areas of expertise and social events - because having fun is serious 

business too! 

These experiences will provide you with a much clearer idea of what it means to be a lawyer. You’ll 

also develop a better feel for the human side of Lander & Rogers, such as why our people work here, 

where they’ve come from, and what they do when they’re not being lawyers. 

WHAT WE LOOK FOR IN POTENTIAL 
SEASONAL CLERKS
We're in the business of dealing with people and therefore aim to recruit and retain law students who 

have a friendly and down to earth style of engaging with others. We see this as important to your success 

in working with your clients and colleagues, and critical to the preservation of our happy workplace. 

You’ll also need intelligence to tackle the most interesting of legal scenarios, energy to absorb new 

concepts and changing laws, and a willingness to work productively with lots of different people. 

We don’t expect that you’ll be a gun at all of these things straight away, but when we meet you at 

interview we’ll be curious to learn more about your potential to handle these things in the future, based on 

the skills and experience you’ve already built through studying law (combined with other disciplines like 

arts, commerce and science) and any legal and non-legal part-time work, volunteer work and university 

activities you’ve tackled. 

APPLICATION TIPS
A carefully prepared and professionally presented application letter and CV is the key to maximising your

potential to secure an interview, and offers an excellent opportunity for you to identify the skills and 

attributes that you believe will be of value to our firm. In addition to setting out your key skills and 

experience, you should also consider: 

• Whether you have expressed who you are - be yourself, we want to see your personality shine through! 

• Your interests and hobbies - we recruit people who are passionate about their career in law, but who 

are also interested in things outside the law! 

• What you can offer our firm and why we should recruit you? 

• What attracts you to working with Lander & Rogers, e.g. how have you demonstrated that you are 

genuinely interested in our firm? 
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GRADUATE TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM
Our graduate program is built on four practice group rotations (we’ll ask you to indicate your 

preferences), each of three months duration, and covering commercial and litigious areas of practice. 

 Your practical experiences will be similar to the activities you tackled at the clerkship level, and will 

gradually increase in complexity to reflect the advancement of your skills and confidence with each 

rotation.  You'll also participate in a Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice with the College of Law, as well 

as a comprehensive internal learning and development program to broaden your skills and knowledge. 

In each rotation you’re teamed with an experienced lawyer who makes it their job to ensure you 

experience: 

• The best variety and volume of challenging work

• A high level of client and file responsibility early on to speed your learning process 

• Coaching on skill development 

• Regular feedback on performance and progress 

• Advice on managing your transition into the legal profession 

At the end of each rotation, you’ll debrief with your supervisor, buddy and HR to discuss your 

experiences and progress, and to set objectives for the next rotation. On completion of the last rotation, 

we’ll ask you to indicate your preferred area of practice for placement in one of the firm’s seven practice 

groups as a qualified lawyer. 

LANDER & ROGERS

Level 12 Bourke Place

600 Bourke St

Melbourne VIC 3000

Tel: +61 3 9269 9000
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LANDER & ROGERS
Graduate Experience

Twelve Months, Four Rotations

SARAH HARKIN, LAWYER 
PROPERTY, PROJECTS & INFRASTRUCTURE  

I am a lawyer at Landers. I clerked at a number of top and mid-tier firms, but chose Landers for its 

people and broad base of clients.  I'm so glad that I did.  Life over the past year has been fast paced, 

challenging and a whole lot of fun. I've made lifelong friends, been mentored by industry leaders and 

learnt more in one year than I did over six years at university.  Clichéd? Maybe, but that's what you have 

to look forward to! 

At Landers, graduates undertake four rotations of three months duration.  The firm encourages you to 

preference a mix of litigious and transactional groups, and then matches you up with your preferences. 

 Because I didn't know what I liked, I chose based on my clerkship experience and the overviews I found 

on the firm website. 

I then spent my first rotation the General Insurance group, working for some of Australia's largest 

insurance companies. Expecting tedious discovery tasks, I was surprised to learn that my workload 

would instead involve attending witness interviews, researching complex areas of law and helping draft 

advices that went out to real clients! Straight away, I was handed responsibility and made to feel like my 

contribution mattered.  I worked on medical negligence claims on behalf of doctors and hospitals,

professional indemnity matters on behalf of lawyers and accountants and complex product recalls that 

you may have read about in the newspapers. With the support of my buddy and supervisor, I never felt 

out of my depth or like I had too much or too little work. 

My second rotation was spent in the Property, Projects and Infrastructure group.  On my first day, I was 

given my own commercial leasing files with large retail clients and responsible for communicating with 

our client and the other side directly.  I was also given the opportunity to work on large scale sales and 

acquisitions of commercial property that I walk past in the CBD every day.  This included the biggest 

commercial property transaction in Melbourne in 2016 - the sale of the Southgate complex on 

Southbank for almost $500 million.   

Around this time, we were able to resubmit our preferences for our final two rotations.  I think my entire 

graduate cohort took advantage of this chance, as we were somewhat better informed by this point!  I 

drew on my experience in my first two rotations, the stories of others and the relationships I'd formed 

throughout the first half of the year and completely changed my mind as to what I thought I was 

interested in. 
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o, I spent my third rotation in a group that I would never have originally preferenced - Family & 

Relationship Law.  I attended client meetings or went to court nearly every day, and even stood up in 

court for my first appearance! One minute, I'd be meeting a pro bono client with an interpreter to explain 

their divorce application, and the next, in a meeting room with senior lawyers and counsel trying to trace 

assets through international tax havens for a multi million dollar property settlement matter.  I got to 

know barristers, registrars and the Family Court staff, and every day was different. 

My fourth rotation was in the Corporate group, building on the skills I have learnt over the past year.  I 

worked across each of the three areas that the group is focused on, being sports, superannuation and 

mergers and acquisitions.  Some of my work for the sports law team included drafting sponsorship 

agreements for one of Australia's biggest sporting events, constitutions for national sporting bodies, and 

terms and conditions for community fundraising events. For the superannuation lawyers, I followed 

national superannuation updates and put together a weekly ebulletin for clients, as well as researching 

discrete areas of law.  My work for the mergers and acquisitions team was very different, but no less 

complex.  I learnt about data rooms, and reviewed documents and drafted due diligence reports for 

private clients, keeping their commercial and strategic objectives at the forefront.   

I'm so glad that Landers gave me an opportunity to experience four separate practice areas.  I got an 

insight in to working with sophisticated and non-sophisticated clients; I was exposed to four completely 

different areas of law and found that I enjoyed things that I would never have expected. I was also able to 

develop a broad range of skills and build relationships with people right across the firm. I really wouldn't 

have had it any other way. 

I've also been involved in some really rewarding pro bono matters throughout the year. At Landers, 

lawyers of all levels are encouraged to take on pro bono files.  Some people choose to align their pro 

bono work with the area of law in which they work every day, and others do something totally different, 

like refugee law. I've been lucky enough to work on a multitude of pro bono matters, in all different areas. 

However, the past year hasn't been all about work.   I've had time to regularly catch up with friends, 

train for two half marathons and made it out of Melbourne to go skiing, to the beach or to the country 

almost every second weekend.   

I can't wait to continue my career at Landers as a first year lawyer.  It's a great place to work! 
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Twelve Months, Four Rotations
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LANDER & ROGERS
Graduate Experience

PRO BONO OPPORTUNITIES AT LANDER & ROGERS 
My name is Hugh Lyons and I started as a graduate at Lander & Rogers in 2015.  When I started at the 

firm, I could never have imagined how much opportunity there is for junior lawyers, including graduates, 

to get involved in pro bono work. In fact, one of the first pieces of work I did on my clerkship was a letter 

of advice for a pro bono client. 

My most rewarding involvement in pro bono so far has been helping an organisation called PeaceMeals. 

 PeaceMeals is a not-for-profit organisation that hosts events that aim to attract a mix of new and 

established Australians. The events place an emphasis on promoting awareness, understanding and 

respect through communal dining and celebrating the diversity in our community through music, art, 

food and conversation. 

I assisted PeaceMeals to become an incorporated association and subsequently a registered charity.  I 

worked closely with the organisation to create a constitution and to set out in writing the charitable 

objectives that it will work towards achieving.  Through assisting PeaceMeals, I built strong relationships 

with those involved with the organisation and have since joined PeaceMeals as a board member.  I would 

never have been given the opportunity to work with such an amazing organisation if it wasn't for the 

plentiful opportunities to engage in pro bono work at Landers.   

I have also had the opportunity of being involved in the firms Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) working 

groups. Through the RAP and the RAP oversight committee, Landers are taking various measures to drive 

better relationships, develop greater respect and generally 'close the gap' between indigenous and non- 

indigenous Australians. 

Since starting the graduate program at Landers, I have assisted a number of organisations and individuals 

in various areas of law including: 

• elder law;                                                • family law; and 

• employment law;                                  • corporate law. 

Landers has an earnest commitment to social justice. This is not just demonstrated through the pro bono 

file work undertaken by its lawyers, but also through sponsorship, fundraising, volunteering, community 

engagement and participation in various clinics. 

Working at Landers opens a door that enables you to engage in pro bono and community support in a 

huge number of ways. Whether you participate in already established programs or follow your own 

passion by getting the firm involved in a new initiative, you will be met with overwhelming support. 

So if you have a desire to balance an engaging and challenging work life with a commitment to social 

justice, I can strongly recommend a career at Lander & Rogers. 
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ABOUT US
Russell Kennedy is a law firm that delivers expert legal solutions and provides market leading expertise 

in our sectors of focus. We are committed to making a difference for our clients, providing opportunities 

for our people and creating positive and lasting changes within our community. We have offices in 

Melbourne, Geelong & Canberra and over 200 staff members. 

We offer our clients a wide range of legal services, with access to specialist practitioners in every 

department. Russell Kennedy works for a broad range of clients – including all tiers of government, 

private and public companies and not-for-profit organisations. We have particular strength in some key 

industry sectors; notably the Health, Aged Care and Retirement Living, Property, Not-for-profit and 

Government sectors. 

At Russell Kennedy we are very proud of our collegial culture and we work hard to recruit people that 

we believe will flourish in our environment. We take the time to understand our clients, their operations 

and the markets in which they operate. We build strong relationships based on a foundation of 

commitment, integrity and respect. 

The firm is one of the key member firms of Ally Law – an international alliance of law firms with 58 

member firms across 39 countries, providing clients with seamless, carefully-vetted legal counsel across 

the world. 

PRACTICE AREAS
Our most prominent expertise is in industry sectors where we have deep experience, high levels of 

expertise, and blue chip clients. Our relationships in these sectors extend into key industry associations, 

and our Principals often act in other external capacities (such as serving on Boards) for bodies in these 

sectors. 

Specifically, these industry sectors include: 

  • Aged Care and Retirement Living 

  • Health 

  • Not-for-profit 

  • Local, State & Commonwealth Government 

  • Insurance 

  • Water 

  • Property and Development 

Firm Spotlight
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SEASONAL CLERKSHIP PROGRAM
Russell Kennedy’s Seasonal Clerkship Program intake consists of approximately twenty-five to thirty clerks 

each year. The program is designed to give you a real taste of life at Russell Kennedy.  

We have designed the program to be informative and interesting to help you decide whether you would 

like to apply for a Law Graduate position. From the outset, clerks are partnered with a Mentor and a Buddy 

who will ensure that they receive the necessary support to get the most out of their time with us. Our clerks 

will be doing real work such as drafting correspondence, assisting with research, attending court and 

participating in client meetings.  

Clerks will also be able to attend our in-house seminars for professional development and spend time 

with our current Law Graduates to learn about their experiences, challenges and triumphs.  

Our clerks will be doing real work such as drafting correspondence, assisting with research, attending court 

and participating in client meetings. 

GRADUATE TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM
Russell Kennedy's Law Graduate Program intake consists of approximately four to seven Law Graduates 

each year. We have a strong track record for retaining our Law Graduates with many of them having gone 

on to go become Principals at Russell Kennedy.  

Upon commencement, Law Graduates are allocated a Principal Supervisor for their graduate year. They 

meet with their Principal Supervisor on a regular basis to ensure they are up-to-date with their workbook 

and that they have reached the appropriate level of competence and understanding of the tasks they are 

signing off on. 

In addition to this, we also allocate the Law Graduates a Buddy and Assistant Supervisor for each rotation. 

They will both assist with the transition from university to full-time employment.  

Law Graduates meet with their Assistant Supervisors on a consistent basis during the rotation to ensure 

regular and ongoing feedback is provided. This meeting also gives them the opportunity to sign off on the 

tasks in their workbook for the particular rotation. 

RUSSELL KENNEDY 
LAWYERS Firm Spotlight
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WHAT WE LOOK FOR
Naturally a sound academic record is an important starting point, however we also look for other attributes 

such as extra-curricular interests and life experiences outside of your studies. These may include previous 

work experience, volunteer work, travel, sporting or cultural interests.  

RECENT ACCOLADES
Russell Kennedy has recently been awarded the Best Lawyers in Australia Law Firm of the Year for 

Retirement Villages and Senior Living Law. Also, thirteen of our senior lawyers have been recognised in the 

Best Lawyers in Australia list for their respective practices. We have also been announced as a finalist in 

two categories in the upcoming 2017 Australasian Law Awards – Law Firm of the Year (101 - 500 lawyers) 

and State/Regional Firm of the Year. 

CULTURE AND DIVERSITY
We recognise that a diverse workforce is a progressive workforce. Russell Kennedy has recently launched 

our Gender Equality Strategy which is aimed at ensuring we have a strong, gender diverse leadership and 

workforce going forward. 

Another initiative relating to workforce gender diversity is the Russell Kennedy Women's Network (RKWN). 

The RKWN takes a proactive role in connecting women, and promoting the development and 

advancement of women in the law, in business and in the community.   

RUSSELL KENNEDY 
LAWYERS Firm Spotlight
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WORK/LIFE BALANCE AND/OR 
FLEXIBLE WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 
At Russell Kennedy we understand that flexible work practices enable the attraction, retention and optimal 

utilisation of gender diverse talent. Research indicates a strong correlation between flexible work and a 

sense of inclusion and engagement in firm life and professional practice. 

Russell Kennedy recognises the importance of maintaining a balance between work and family/home life. 

 The firm’s greatest asset is its employees; therefore, it’s important that we create an environment that 

supports a diverse and flexible workforce. 

We believe that structured appropriately, flexibility has the potential to strengthen individual and team 

performance as well as client relationships and responsiveness. We aim to drive performance by 

empowering individuals to work flexibly and take ownership of their roles and responsibilities. 
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LAWYERS Firm Spotlight
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My pathway to Russell Kennedy began with completing a seasonal clerkship placement in 2014, followed 

by being appointed as a Law Graduate in 2015 and then being admitted to Practice in April 2016 where I 

was fortunate to join the Victorian WorkCover Authority team as a junior lawyer. 

Insurance Law 

Insurance law focuses on advising insurers about claims made against those they insure. This can involve a 

variety of individuals, companies and professions, and often involves the insurer instructing the lawyer to 

act on behalf of the insured.  

Insurance Law at Russell Kennedy 

Russell Kennedy is a “Panel firm” for the Victorian WorkCover Authority (“WorkSafe”) and acts on behalf of 

insurers and employers in WorkCover claims brought by employees in Court. Russell Kennedy is unusual in 

this regard, as there are only seven firms on the WorkSafe Panel, making it a very niche area. 

Working in the Victorian WorkCover Authority team at Russell Kennedy offers a unique experience. The 

nature of the role is highly dynamic. For example, in the space of a day I could be appearing before a 

Magistrate in the Magistrates’ Court, drafting letters, speaking to employers and advocating my client’s 

case against an opposing Senior Counsel at a conference.  

I often attend court to appear in directions or mentions hearings, instruct barristers at hearings, attend 

conferences and client meetings and also attend employer’s premises for site visits. Between these events, 

I will often be reviewing files, drafting court documents and drafting correspondence including letters and 

advice. Despite being a busy team, our practice group has an “open door” policy and a collaborative 

culture. I have been fortunate enough to learn from some very skilled and experienced practitioners who 

are very generous with their time. 

RUSSELL KENNEDY 
LAWYERS Firm Spotlight

JESSICA BOURKE - INSURANCE LAW 
LAWYER, RUSSELL KENNEDY 
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Grow with Russell Kennedy

Russell Kennedy actively encourages its lawyers to pursue other interests within and outside of their 

practice areas. I have been involved in industry networking groups including being a member of Young 

Insurance Professionals and Women in Insurance. 

I also play an active role on the Russell Kennedy Women’s Network (RKWN), commencing my third year as 

a committee member in 2017. In 2016, I volunteered at Russell Kennedy’s Tuesday Night Clinic, a 

collaboration with the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre which is an initiative of the Russell Kennedy Pro 

Bono Practice Group. At these sessions I assisted refugees in the Legacy Caseload or Fast Track system 

apply for protection in Australia. 

I have enjoyed being a mentor in the Victorian Women Lawyer’s (VWL) mentoring program for the last two 

years, and was fortunate enough to be part of the RKWN’s 2016 VWL Moot Team, who reached the semi- 

finals. Russell Kennedy has its own internal Mentoring Program which I’m involved in as a Mentee, allowing 

me the opportunity to be mentored by an Equity Partner and Practice Group Leader in one of the firm’s 

other practice groups.  

Tips for stating out 

Simply try everything! You may have preconceived ideas about which area of law you like, however trying 

it in real life can be a completely different experience. Ask the connections you have if you can shadow 

them for a day or complete some work experience with them. Russell Kennedy’s graduate program is 

beneficial and quite unusual in this regard, as you get to rotate through each practice group and learn 

which area of law you like the best and learn from highly experienced lawyers. 

I would also offer similar advice for when selecting law firms. I was lucky enough to experience three very 

different firms – including a top-tier international firm, top-tier Australian firm and Russell Kennedy. After 

experiencing all three, Russell Kennedy was a clear winner for me. When starting out as a lawyer, it’s not 

uncommon to face stressful and high pressure situations with strict deadlines that must be adhere to. 

Forethought and planning are integral ingredients in maintaining a successful practice. 

RUSSELL KENNEDY 
LAWYERS Firm Spotlight
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KPMG Law is KPMG’s affiliate law firm in Australia. Regularly working alongside KPMG as an 

integrated team, we provide high quality legal services, delivering a complete end-to-end solution 

for our clients. We offer a range of legal services to help our clients identify and manage the legal 

risks in their businesses and commercial transactions and remain focussed on achieving their broader 

business objectives. We also assist our clients with cross-border and multi-jurisdictional work as 

we are able to partner with the global network of KPMG legal professionals, working in member 

firms throughout the world, comprising over 1,200 lawyers in nearly 70 countries. 

Our legal team in Australia offers both tax controversy and commercial law services.   

As the tax environment across the globe becomes more complex, and the challenges facing our 

clients’ businesses change, our tax controversy team works with its clients to provide legal advice for 

all tax matters. This includes helping our clients ensure that they can communicate transparent and 

correct information to the market, and engage with revenue authorities on areas of focus. We also 

help clients proactively manage investigations by revenue authorities into their tax affairs, and 

represent clients in litigation against revenue authorities. We also provide strategic advice to resolve 

tax disputes through a variety of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. 

The matters that our tax controversy team work on are wide-ranging: 

Firm Spotlight

WHAT WE DO

Clients can be large multi-national companies, small domestic companies, trusts or individuals 
The taxes in dispute can vary from corporate income tax to state taxes, and 
We act for clients at all stages of a matter, from pre-transaction stage all the way through to litigation. 
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Our commercial law team assist our clients with: 

KPMG Law is also committed to expanding its legal services in areas that complement existing 

KPMG services.  These areas include: 

We are looking for technically excellent, high-performing applicants who can assist our clients with 

effectively identifying and managing legal risks and provide forward-thinking, strategic legal 

solutions. Applicants must have (or be currently completing) a law degree.  

Public and private M&A 
IPOs, capital raisings and backdoor listings 
Joint ventures and shareholder agreements 
Corporations Act and ASX Listing Rules advice 
Company establishment and advising on legal requirements to establish operations in Australia 
Corporate group restructures 
Commercial agreements (including management services agreements and distribution agreements) 
Foreign investment approvals (FIRB and ACCC) 
Employment law issues arising at all points of the employment life cycle (including employment 
contracts and entitlements, enterprise agreements, executive remuneration, misconduct and 
discipline, workplace investigations, workplace health and safety, redundancies and downsizing, and 
employment disputes), and 
Employee incentive arrangements, including employee incentive plans. 

Workplace & employment - complementing KPMG’s global mobility, workplace relations 
advisory, forensics and investigations, corporate affairs, strategic workforce performance and 
reward, tax and deal advisory offerings
Real estate – complementing KPMG SGA, KPMG’s independent Chartered Building and 
Environmental Consultancy team and KPMG’s broader real estate practice
Technology and outsourcing - complementing KPMG’s technology advisory offering
Data, privacy and Cybersecurity – complementing KPMG’s tax and cyber security offerings 

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

Firm Spotlight

Tower Two, Collins Square

727 Collins Street

Melbourne, VIC 3000

Tel: +61 3 9288 5555

https://home.kpmg.com/

au/en/home.html
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Firm Spotlight

ABOUT US
We are a large Australian Corporate law firm. We have a total of 530 people, including 84 Partners 

and more than 275 other professionals operating out of our offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 

and Adelaide. Our industry coverage and client work is diverse. 

Our clients are principally spread across four classifications: 

A structured program is offered so clerks learn through a combination of hands-on experience, 

training, coaching and observation. 

We know you’re not just a student on work experience and we want to give you a realistic and 

stretching introduction to the legal profession.  From day one, you’ll be an active participant in the 

team, involved in all aspects of legal practice, and working directly with experienced practitioners. 

PRACTICE AREAS

SEASONAL CLERKSHIP PROGRAM

Advertising & Marketing

Agribusiness 

Banking & Finance 

Biotechnology & Pharmaceutical 

Competition & Regulation 

Construction & Projects 

Corporate & Advisory 

Employment, Workplace Relations & Safety 

Energy & Resources 

Environment & Planning 

Franchising 

Funds Management & Financial Services

Gaming & Leisure

Government

Health, Aged Care & Retirement Villages 

Insurance 

Intellectual Property 

Litigation & Dispute Resolution 

Media, Broadcasting & Entertainment 

Mergers & Acquisitions 

Property 

Restructuring & Insolvency 

Superannuation & Wealth Management  

Tax 

Technology 

Telecommunications 

ASX Top 200, mid and small caps 

Major global foreign corporations 

Government 

Large and medium private companies  
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Firm Spotlight

During your clerkship with Thomson Geer you will: 

We also want you to enjoy your time with us – there are lots of social events you can get 

involved in – and what better way for you to get to know your colleagues? 

Participate in a structured induction program spread out over the course of your clerkship 

Undertake meaningful work for real clients; this includes opportunities to attend client meetings, 

observe court proceedings, conduct legal research, draft correspondence and court documents 

and develop technical skills in areas such as drafting, due diligence and disclosure 

Have the assistance and support of a supervising Partner as well as a junior lawyer who 

remembers what it was like to be a new clerk, and can act as a buddy and mentor 

Have weekly catch ups with your mentor and with People & Development 

Have secretarial support and access to fantastic technology and research resources

Participate in a formal performance review process with your supervising Partner and mentor to 

reflect on your development and capture feedback from your colleagues. 

Students who complete a clerkship with the firm will be eligible to be considered for a position in 

the firm’s next graduate program, commencing in 2019. In Melbourne, we offer our graduates the 

opportunity to complete a Supervised Workplace Traineeship (SWT). This program runs for 12 

months and includes rotation among different practice areas to help determine the area of law 

which best suits you. 

This program is geared towards expanding your skills across a range of practice areas. You will be 

able to express your preference for the areas of practice through which you would like to rotate. 

There are no further study requirements when you complete a traineeship – it is nearly all 

completed as on the job training. 

This is supplemented by comprehensive training in-house, as well as structured external training 

supporting you to become a well-rounded and technically competent practitioner, fully qualified for 

admission. 

GRADUATE TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM

We are looking for hard-working and motivated law students who have excelled academically, are 

client focused, commercially minded, work well in a team environment and are enthusiastic about 

commencing their career with a dynamic law firm.   

We are especially keen to talk to students who have an additional technical degree! 

WHAT WE LOOK FOR 
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Firm Spotlight

All of our clerks are viewed as potential graduates, and all of our graduates as potential leaders. We 

therefore look for the same qualities in our clerks and graduates that our lawyers need to possess. 

Our lawyers are genuinely interested in our clients and their businesses.  They need a critical and 

curious mind and be passionate about developing solutions in their commercial context.  Our 

lawyers work constructively in diverse teams with both senior and junior practitioners across legal 

disciplines and jurisdictions. 

We have access to high quality work in sectors such as banking, construction, energy, health, 

telecommunications, property development and gaming and leisure giving our lawyers exposure to 

excellent work while maintaining small teams where each lawyer gets to develop and learn from 

senior lawyers, including Partners. 

At Thomson Geer we strive to deliver best practice legal skills to our clients, doing so efficiently, 

reliably and with an authentic and transparent approach. 

We are focused on enhancing the competitive position of our clients in whatever circumstances 

they find themselves in. This philosophy extends to the way we interact with each other.  Honestly 

and transparently and supporting each other to be the best lawyers and people we can be.  

WHAT DISTINGUISHES US 

The Law is an incredibly rewarding profession, however at Thomson Geer we also recognise that it 

can be demanding. For this reason we aim to create an environment in all of our offices that is 

flexible, friendly, personable, collegiate and professionally stimulating. 

We work hard to enhance this culture through transparent and authentic communication, and by 

ensuring we are respectful and accountable to each other every day. 

A range of flexible working options are available to all members of our firm, including many of our 

partners and other senior lawyers who lead by example.  In addition, our wellbeing@work program 

supports employees to maintain a healthy, balanced lifestyle. Our active social committee ensures 

there are always lots of opportunities to develop close relationships with colleagues.  Our lawyers 

and other staff also practice their teamwork outside of the office by participating in various sporting 

teams. 

WORK/LIFE BALANCE AND/OR 
FLEXIBLE WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 
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Firm Spotlight

Thomson Geer is committed to pro bono and corporate social responsibility. We provide pro bono 

legal services across all our offices and have dedicated senior lawyers who take ownership of the 

program. 

We currently nominate a target value of pro bono work of 10% of all billable income from relevant 

Commonwealth legal work. 

Engaging in pro bono/community work is rewarding for both our communities and our lawyers. 

Those who engage in these activities are often exposed to experiences, clients, areas of law, and 

procedures that are not accessible in their everyday job.  

PRO BONO WORK/CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

Our clerks are curious, hungry to learn and committed to constant innovation and improvement. 

When we receive a clerkship application, these are the things that make you stand out from the 

crowd: 

And importantly, be yourself. Inject your personality 

into your application, so we get a feel for how you 

would fit into our firm! 

Demonstrating an understanding of, and interest in, the Australian economy and a commercial 

environment, as this helps our clerks contribute to the success of our clients. 

Demonstrating a dedication to pursuits outside of your studies. Whether it be in study, work, or 

community interests, being able to show that you constantly seek opportunities to contribute 

more than is expected – in both your personal or professional pursuits. We hold in high regard a

commitment to continuous self-improvement. 

We look for a strong work ethic in our clerks, so we look for an application that is able to 

demonstrate that. 

APPLICATION TIPS/WHAT STANDS OUT 
IN AN APPLICATION 

THOMSON GEER

Level 39, Rialto South Tower

525 Collins Street

Melbourne, VIC 3000

Tel +61 3 8080 3500

www.tglaw.com.au
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START YOUR CAREER WITH A LARGE 
AUSTRALIAN CORPORATE LAW FIRM.

We have a total of 530 people, including 84 Partners and more than 275 other 
professionals operating out of our offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and 
Adelaide. Our industry coverage and client work is diverse. 

WHAT OUR GRADUATES SAY ABOUT US
“At Thomson Geer, I feel like I am constantly learning and developing. The senior members 
of my team take an active interest in mentoring their graduates and junior lawyers through 
open communication, providing feedback, and direct involvement in real work. Having the 
support of more experienced lawyers has helped me find my place within the firm and given 
me confidence in my legal career.” Miranda Nelson, Lawyer

“During my time in the Graduate program at Thomson Geer I was given the chance to 
actively participate in many real work opportunities, just some of which included attending 
meetings with clients, experts and counsel, drafting court documents, attending court for 
the entirety of a trial and appearing in court.  This work allowed me to develop my skills in 
many different areas and gain invaluable experience early in my legal career.” Lauren Abbott, 
Lawyer

“After two years working in the Adelaide office I applied for a role in the Sydney office when a 
position became vacant. I was able to seamlessly change offices and live in a new city.” Venks 
Ananthakrishnan, Senior Associate

DEVELOPING YOUR SKILLS TO SET YOU UP FOR A 
BRIGHT FUTURE
We will dedicate significant time to your development as an up and coming lawyer in our team: an 
investment in you is an investment in our future, and the future of our valued clients.

You will find that all of our partners and staff are approachable and always happy to share their 
knowledge and experience with you. We encourage our clerks, graduates and trainees to get as much 
exposure to different practice areas and ways of working as they can – this is a reflection of how we 
work as a wider organisation; a fully integrated, cohesive, national team.

APPLICATIONS
If your ambition is to develop a career in commercial law and you possess the drive to make your 
ambitions a reality, then we want to hear from you.  If you also have a desire to work interstate one day, let 
us know!  We welcome the opportunity to assist our team members with personal career development.  

Applications open 10 July 2017 via cvMail or the Thomson Geer website.

START YOUR CAREER WITH 
A LARGE AUSTRALIAN 
CORPORATE LAW FIRM.

Thomson Geer

@ThomsonGeer

www.tglaw.com.au
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Firm Spotlight

As a global law firm with a rich history spanning almost 200 years, we’ve established ourselves as a 

leading adviser to corporates, financial institutions and governments, on all areas of the law including 

finance, M&A, disputes and competition. 

We’re renowned for helping our clients navigate through a complex and constantly evolving global 

landscape. With 25 offices across the world’s leading financial and resource centres, we offer the reach 

and insight of a global network combined with deep local market knowledge. 

Our people are our greatest asset. We bring together lawyers of the highest calibre with the expertise, 

industry experience and regional know-how to provide the incisive advice our clients need. As a global 

team we have a reputation for successfully managing large and complex multi-jurisdictional 

transactions, disputes and projects, and for delivering outstanding outcomes for clients. 

The different cultures, communities and countries within which we operate around the world are 

immensely varied. The way we actually interact with each other isn’t. The simple fact is: people here 

like working with each other. We help and challenge each other to develop our thinking and deliver our 

best work. In every office, you’ll find different perspectives, backgrounds, cultures and personalities to 

learn from. 

Open-minded, friendly, considerate – as people and as a firm we’re good company. There’s something 

about how we are with each other that leads naturally to collaboration. Actually, let’s go further: 

working together is how we thrive. We’re a community, and we want you to feel part of it. 

Don’t be fooled: this isn’t the place to come for an easy ride. Performing at a high level is important to 

everyone here, and that can mean working long hours, 

under pressure and to tight deadlines. We ask a lot of 

ourselves. 

We also give a lot to each other. Support is everywhere – 

from structured training, supervision and honest feedback. 

 On a personal and professional level, whether you’re a 

 partner or a graduate you know there’s someone who cares 

 about your wellbeing as well as your billable hours. 

ASHURST

Level 26, 181 William Street,

Melbourne VIC 3000

Tel (03) 9679 3000

https://www.ashurst.com/

OUR STRENGTHS

OUR CULTURE

HOW WE WORK TOGETHER
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Firm Spotlight

With our technical expertise, local knowledge and international network, we deliver an experience for 

our clients that other professional service providers find hard to match. We are committed to being a 

sustainable global law firm, having positive impacts for our clients, employees, profession, the 

environment and the communities in which we are based. 

Want to know exactly what our work is like? For many of our future graduates, that variety of 

experience begins with a seasonal clerkship, which will give you an intensive insight into life at Ashurst. 

The aim of our clerkships is to expose you to as much real work as possible, to help you make an 

informed decision about whether this is the right firm (and career) for you. 

For that reason, we’ll allocate you a supervisor and a buddy who can explain their work to you, include 

you in meetings and conference calls, and give you tasks to tackle. Depending on the office you join, 

you’ll spend time in either one or two practice areas. 

After completing your clerkship, you’ll have the opportunity to express interest in being considered for 

a place on our graduate programme. 

There’s absolutely no Ashurst “type”. We want to actively involved a broad range of minds with a broad 

range of backgrounds, all united by a common set of strengths. 

• Excellent academic record and a passion to develop a career in an elite international law firm 

• Outstanding communication skills 

• Analytical ability, motivation, determination and drive 

• Commercial awareness 

• Teamwork and interpersonal skills 

What you say in your application is up to you: but be sure to express your personality and tell us why 

you want to be a commercial lawyer – and why you’d like to join Ashurst in particular. 

We offer clerkships in each of our Australian offices, application and recruitment dates are aligned to 

the state guidelines.  You'll firstly need to decide which office you want to clerk in, and only make one 

application. 

For Melbourne, apply between 10 July and 13 August 2017 at careers.ashurst.com 

WHAT DISTINGUISHES US

SEASONAL CLERKSHIPS

WHAT WE LOOK FOR IN A SEASONAL CLERK

APPLICATIONS
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ELIZA BLANDFORD, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, 
CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS, ASHURST 
Pouring over my law school's clerkship guide in 2005, I probably didn't dwell too long on the article 

about specialising in M&A / corporate law.  The great thing about a graduate rotation program, such as 

the one offered at Ashurst, is discovering you enjoy practising in an area of law you might not have 

considered at university.  I decided to settle permanently in Ashurst's Corporate Transactions team and 

have never regretted that decision.   

The scope of work that the Corporate Transactions team is involved in is broad ranging, encompassing 

public and private M&A, equity capital markets, joint ventures, investment funds, private equity, 

corporate governance, regulatory matters and general corporate advisory.  My day to day work may 

vary from reviewing a contract involving a pilot program for an innovative power storage solution, 

assisting with a Foreign Investment Review Board application in relation to a joint takeover bid, 

negotiating a share sale agreement on behalf of a major bank or advising a charitable organisation on 

an optimal corporate structure.  The variety of work on offer means that there are always new learning 

opportunities, keeping the level of engagement high.   

Working on an M&A transaction can be exciting – deals can be fast paced, dynamic and high profile.  It 

is very satisfying being part of the hard working team that achieves a transformational outcome for a 

client that will shape its future strategy.  But also appreciating the benefit of being involved in general 

corporate advisory work is important – drafting and negotiating a supply contracts requires an 

understanding of a client's business, including its commercial drivers and risk appetite. 

As Ashurst's Corporate Transactions team is not broken down into work "silos", there is an opportunity 

to work with different people and for different clients.  Being mentored by some of Australia's 

preeminent M&A practitioners has been priceless.  Two of the partners I've worked with most closely 

this year have been nominated for the Lawyers Weekly Partner of the Year Award.  At the other end of

the spectrum, it is rewarding meeting a new group of graduates each year and helping them develop 

into amazing lawyers.  The training program at Ashurst is comprehensive and ongoing, which has

assisted me in strengthening not only my legal skills but also more general skills such as public 

speaking, project management and coaching and mentoring. 
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ELIZA BLANDFORD, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, 
CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS, ASHURST 
Another advantage of working in the Corporate Transactions team is that there is rarely a piece of work that 

doesn't involve you needing to draw on the expertise of another practice group, be it tax, banking, disputes, 

employment or intellectual property.  Liaising with other teams helps you to develop your internal networks within 

the firm and your appreciation of the broader commercial legal landscape. 

Being part of a firm with a global footprint provides the opportunity to travel within the Ashurst network.  I'm yet to 

take up that opportunity, but many of my colleagues have headed overseas to practice for a few years including to 

Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, London and Frankfurt.  Being based in Melbourne doesn't limit your opportunity to 

be involved in cross border transactions though; I've had the opportunity to work for international clients and to 

travel to New York and Hong Kong for transactions. 

A highlight of my career thus far has been having the opportunity to undertake client secondments. Secondments 

are an extremely effective way to gain an understanding of a client, and to appreciate the day to day pressures 

that members of an in-house team face in meeting the needs of their internal clients.  Understanding this makes 

you a better private practice lawyer. 

Finally, as an Ashurst lawyer, you are expected to be well rounded. The opportunity to be involved in all aspects of 

the firm has been one that I have relished, be it captaining our indoor soccer team, helping organise client events,

mentoring junior lawyers or perhaps even meeting you in a seasonal clerkship interview sometime soon! 
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The Ashurst Graduate Experience 

REBECCA, LAWYER (BACHELOR OF LAWS 
(HONS) / BACHELOR OF ARTS) 
I began working with Ashurst as a summer clerk in December 2014.  At the time I was in the 

penultimate year of my law/arts double degree.  I have recently settled in Dispute Resolution (DR) 

following my Graduate Programme. 

I joined the Ashurst Graduate Programme in February 2016. Before commencing rotations , we went to 

Sydney for the National Graduate Induction where we met all the Ashurst graduates from offices 

around Australia.  The induction involved training in both legal and professional skills, and was the first 

part of the development program that continued throughout the year. 

My first rotation was in the Infrastructure team and primarily involved contract negotiation and drafting. 

 As a graduate, it was exciting to see what was considered important by the various parties who were 

coming together to build a big piece of infrastructure such as a road or a railway, and how their various 

interests were balanced in a final contract. 

I was in Dispute Resolution for my second rotation.  This rotation primarily involved legal research and 

writing memoranda as well as document analysis.  I was involved in a range of matters from large 

commercial litigation, to assisting clients in internal investigations involving bribery and corruption.  We 

also attended a 'litigation masterclass' which was a two day seminar that provided a great foundation in 

court processes and mediation. 

My third and final rotation was in Employment .  I had the opportunity to draft submissions, go on site 

visits, conduct witness interviews and attend meetings with counsel.  I even instructed at the Fair Work 

Commission and appeared at VCAT.  As for any graduate in a litigious group, my day-to-day also 

involved many trips to court and the print room! 

As a graduate I also completed my Practical Legal Training, which was funded by Ashurst.  We were 

well supported throughout the program and were given study leave to prepare assignments 

throughout the year.   

Graduates were also given the opportunity to spend a day at Youthlaw, a community legal service 

which assists homeless youth.  This day was spent shadowing Ashurst's permanent secondee to 

Youthlaw, and was a fantastic experience that complimented my involvement in several pro bono 

matters throughout the year.  Other time spent outside the office has included being a member of the 

Women's Networking Committee, travelling to Canberra to take part in a moot, playing netball at the 

Winneke Cup, basketball at Corporate Games and futsal on a weekly Ashurst team.  The graduates 

also organised a winery tour and a weekend retreat, both of which were a lot of fun.    
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Aim beyond pure legal knowledge. Beyond commercial advice.
Be known for something more: a clarity of thought and an instinct  
for problem solving that can influence governments and leading  
businesses the world over. Join us and we’ll help you enrich and  
expand your worldview, grow your skills and influence new ways  
of thinking. In other words, we’ll help you move minds.

Begin now at careers.ashurst.com

Graduates in LawMOVE
YOUR MIND
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Allens is a leading international law firm, with partners, lawyers and corporate services employees across 

Asia and Australia. Through an integrated alliance with Linklaters, we provide clients with access to 

market-leading lawyers through a global network of 40 offices across 29 countries, including to emerging

markets in Africa, Asia and South America. Allens has some of the world’s longest ongoing client 

relationships, stretching back more than 160 years. Our client base is diverse, both locally and 

internationally. We work with many of the world’s leading organisations – including 55 of the world’s top 

100 companies and more than 75 of Australia’s top 100 companies. If you want to make the most of your 

career in law, our global network is the perfect place to start. Our worldwide capabilities give us access to 

the most interesting markets, the most exciting clients and the most significant and complex transactions. 

For you, this means the chance to work on market-leading deals with some of the most experienced and 

talented lawyers in our industry, together with access to international secondment opportunities from 

early in your career. 

ABOUT THE FIRM
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Our clerkships are designed to give students firsthand exposure to life as a lawyer at Allens. Our clerks get 

involved in work as soon as they arrive, working alongside lawyers and partners and their peers. The day- 

to-day tasks our Clerks get are similar to those of a junior lawyer, including attending court hearings and 

client meeting. 

Our clerkship programs include: 

• An induction program that introduces you to our people and the work we do. 

• On-the-job training with support from a partner and junior lawyer who’ll act as your supervisor and buddy. 

• The opportunity to work with many of Australia’s and the world’s top 100 companies. 

• An opportunity to hear first-hand from our Partners and Corporate Service teams on topics ranging from 

Allens as a business to Allens in the community. 

• Sports and social events where you will really get to know us. 

• The chance to get involved in our community work, including pro bono matters. 

• An opportunity to build a network of peers. 

Clerkship applications open: 10 July 

Applications close: 13 August 

Interviews: August and September 

Offers: 12 October 

Clerkship programs: 

Summer 1: November/December 

Summer 2: January/February 

Winter: June/July 

CLERKSHIP PROGRAM

KEY DATES

• Corporate 

• Energy, Resources & Infrastructure 

• Commercial Litigation & Dispute Resolution 

• Banking & Finance 

• Intellectual Property & PTA 

• Tax 

• Competition Law 

PRACTICE AREAS
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Our graduate program is designed to not only enhance your technical expertise, but also equip you 

with the business development, project management and interpersonal skills required to become a 

successful lawyer. 

Our graduates benefit from: 

• An intensive two-week induction program to kickstart your career. 

• An allocated Development Supervisor and Performance Coach who’ll act as your mentors 

throughout your rotations to ensure you gain optimum experience and client exposure. 

• Weekly in-house legal education seminars give you a solid grounding in the basic technical 

knowledge all lawyers must have, whatever their practice group. 

• A broad range of work and on-the job training that exposes you to different areas of law, different 

teams and different clients supported by your Performance Coach. 

• An individualised career and development plan which you maintain and develop through the 

course of your career. 

• A tailored Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice (GDLP) program run through the Australian National 

University specifically for Allens, to get you admitted in 6 – 7 months. 

• Secondment opportunities to our clients, our interstate and international offices. We also offer pro 

bono secondment. 

GRADUATE PROGRAM

ALLENS

37/101 Collins St,

Melbourne VIC 3000

Tel: :(03) 9614 1011
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Level 18
333 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000 
(03) 9286 6000
 
graduates.claytonutz.com
 
HR
Alison Tassiou – Graduate Resourcing Consultant  
E: atassiou@claytonutz.com

Method of Application for Seasonal Clerkship 
Via Clayton Utz Graduate Careers Website 

Method of Application for Graduate Traineeship  
We generally recruit our graduates from the 
Clerkship Programs  

Key Dates  
Intake 1: 20 November 2017 – 15 December 2017  
Intake 2: 25 June 2018 – 20 July 2018  
Applications Open: 10 July 2017  
Applications Close: 13 August 2017 
Interview Period: September 2017 
Offers Released: 12 October 2017 

Additional Information  
International Students: Yes  
LIV Signatory: Yes  
Final Year Students Considered: No  

Practice areas
Clayton Utz has 15 National Practice Groups:
• Banking & Financial
• Commercial Litigation 
• Competition 
• Corporate, M&A 
• Environment and Planning
• Forensic and Technology Services
• Insurance 
• IP and Technology 
• Major Projects 
• Public Sector / Government Services
• Real Estate 
• Restructuring and Insolvency 
• Tax
• Workplace Relations, Employment and Safety
• Pro Bono

Seasonal Clerkship program
We run two Clerkship Programs every year:
Summer – 20 November – 15 December 2017
Winter – 25 June – 20 July 2018 

Applications for all our programs are done via our 
online application form 
https://graduates.claytonutz.com/ 

Once you’ve registered a user name and password, 
you can complete all the required fields and submit 
your résumé and a cover letter. Please address 
your cover letter to the person named in your 
state’s application process. 

Graduate Traineeship program
It’s not just about wearing a suit
No matter how good your law degree, there’s 
always a gap between theory and practice, and 
finishing university can be daunting. How do you 
make the jump to working in a commercial law 
firm?

That’s where we come in.
Once you’ve completed your studies, our national 
Graduate Program gives you the perfect foundation 
for your legal career. Our 2.5 week orientation 
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Clayton UtzStay True

program is designed to ensure that you’ll hit the 
ground running. It consists of PLT+, local training 
and a national orientation week in Sydney.

Our rotation program means you’ll discover 
different areas and find the right fit. From day one 
you’ll be working on complex and sophisticated 
legal issues, and with our innovative approach to 
learning & development, you’ll get the support you 
need to become the best you can be.

With our Graduate Program you’ll get…
• 3 rotations of six months in our national 

practice groups;
• mentoring from some of the best lawyers in 

the country;
• a buddy who’ll give you the inside information;
• meaningful performance feedback so you 

know you’re on the right track;
• continuing legal education programs and 

professional development support so you can 
become the lawyer you want to be;

• the chance to participate in our Community 
Connect and Pro Bono programs and really 
give back; and

• social and sporting activities, because 
we know it’s not all work and no play. 

What we look for
We’re looking for people who are personable, 
practical, commercially-savvy, as well as flexible. 
Our lawyers undertake complex and innovative 
legal work, so it’s important that our clerks and 
graduates are motivated individuals who aren’t 
afraid of a challenge.

We are also interested in learning more about your 
outside interests. You need to be able to balance 
your professional and personal lives, and have fun!
Most importantly, we are looking for people we’d 
enjoy working alongside. We want clerks and 
graduates who embody the firm’s behavioural 
values of trust, respect and co-operation and our 
foundation value of highest ethical standards in all 
that they do.

What distinguishes us
It always starts with people. At Clayton Utz, 
we’ve built a team of down-to-earth, collaborative 
lawyers. We offer sharp legal minds and clear 
advice, and exceptional client service. This offers 
our graduates the opportunities to work on cutting-
edge, complex transactions and litigation with 
lawyers who are recognised as leaders in their 
fields. 

We also provide first-class training and development 
to support our lawyers. As the top pro bono law 
firm in Australia, and one of the top in the world, 
clerks and graduates will also have the chance to 
contribute to our pro bono practice and help make 
a difference to the individuals and organisations it 
supports. Lawyers are expected to conduct pro bono 
work and this is part of their performance review.

Our people come from a wide range of backgrounds 
and have different skills, interests, personalities 
and capabilities. We are committed to an inclusive 
culture in which all of our people are recognised 
for their unique contributions and are encouraged 
and supported to achieve their full potential.

Diversity at Clayton Utz includes diversity of thought, 
background, experience, personal circumstances, 
education, religion, sexuality, gender, age, ethnicity 
and ability/disability. That diversity helps to 
generate new ideas, creates more effective teams 
and relationships, and is a key enabler to attract, 
develop and retain the very best people.

Diversity and inclusion is integral to our culture 
which is founded on the values of trust, respect 
and co-operation. 

International opportunities/secondments
As a national firm we do national projects, so there 
is the potential of working in other offices.

We also have a domestic mobility policy to support 
employees who want to move to other Clayton Utz 
offices, permanently or temporarily.
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We also have secondment programs with various 
leading law firms around the world that see 
Clayton Utz lawyers living and working in London, 
New York, Tokyo, Hong Kong and India (CU Abroad 
program). Every year we also send a graduate to 
Tokyo to undertake a year-long traineeship with 
Anderson Mori & Tomotsune, one of Japan’s 
premier law firms.

Employee learning and development programs 
Work/life balance and/or flexible working 
arrangements.

Pro bono work
Pro bono is a fundamental part of Clayton Utz. Our 
pro bono practice has always been about access to 
justice. We act for low income and disadvantaged 
people who cannot obtain Legal Aid, and for the 
not-for-profit organisations which support them, 
no matter where they are in Australia.
Clayton Utz is serious about pro bono best practice. 
We were the first large Australian law firm to 
establish an in-house pro bono practice; the first to 
appoint a full-time pro bono partner; and the first 
to sign the National Pro Bono Target. Since 1997, 
our commitment to pro bono has helped to shape 
what it means to be a leading Australian law firm.
In 2015, we became the first law firm in Australia 
to provide 500,000 hours of pro bono assistance 
(and counting).

We have achieved this by focusing on our clients’ 
needs; collaborating with the legal assistance 
sector and other pro bono colleagues; and making 
pro bono work part of each of our lawyers’ 
everyday practice.
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Clayton Utz has 15 National Practice groups:
• Banking & Financial
• Commercial Litigation 
• Competition 
• Corporate, M&A 
• Environment and Planning
• Forensic and Technology Services
• Insurance 
• IP and Technology 
• Major Projects 
• Public Sector / Government Services
• Real Estate 
• Restructuring and Insolvency 
• Tax
• Workplace Relations, Employment and Safety
• Pro Bono 

Our rotation program means you’ll discover different areas and find the right fit. From day one you’ll 
be working on complex and sophisticated legal issues, and with our innovative approach to learning & 
development, you’ll get the support you need to become the best you can be.

Please head to:
claytonutz.com/ to find out more about our recent cases of significance, career progression and 
opportunities!

CLAYTON UTZ
PRACTICE AREAS



STAY 
TRUE.

As a junior lawyer, your enthusiasm is in overdrive. Everything is 

interesting. You have a million questions for everyone. You want 

to be the best. And for me, I wanted to be the best lawyer and 

leader I could be. 

Right now I’m a corporate and tax lawyer, buying and selling 

companies, structuring investments and having the occasional 

battle with the ATO. 

So, a little while after I started at Clayton Utz, I joined the social 

committee. A powerful assembly fuelled by lunchtime pizza-

wielding lawyers making important decisions like choosing the 

Christmas party theme. They knew I liked pizza, but had no idea 

I was gay. You see, I wasn’t out at work yet and this became a 

genuine source of anxiety for a good two years. 

But In May 2015 this all changed...

To listen to Luke’s full story, go to:

claytonutz.com/graduates

Academic brilliance certainly counts, but graduates who 
thrive here have something extra – a natural passion for 
connecting with people and a strong sense of self. That’s 
what staying true is all about. If you have these qualities, 
Clayton Utz is for you.



STAY 
TRUE.

I am a daughter of Vietnamese migrants who came to Australia 
in the late eighties in search of a better future.  My parents have 
always struggled with the English language so it’s really been 
my role to help them navigate their way through filling in forms 
dealing with Government departments and various legal issues.  
From a very young age this experience made me realise that it 
was likely there were many more people in a similar position to 
my parents.  

I wanted to help those people the same way I’d helped my 
parents and that’s when it clicked that becoming a lawyer was the 
thing for me.  I am now a full time pro bono lawyer at Clayton Utz.  
This means that I help to implement the firms pro bono strategy 
by co-ordinating pro bono matters for our lawyers supervising our 
pro bono files and working on pro bono cases myself.  

A large part of my role in the pro bono team is to help our lawyers 
manage challenges…

To listen to Hai-Van’s full story, go to:

claytonutz.com/graduates

Academic brilliance certainly counts, but graduates who 

thrive here have something extra – a natural passion for 

connecting with people and a strong sense of self. That’s 

what staying true is all about. If you have these qualities, 

Clayton Utz is for you.



STAY 
TRUE.

Experiencing new cities and cultures has always been a passion 
of mine and working with Clayton Utz has helped fuel that 
passion. I was lucky enough to be selected as the Clayton Utz 
graduate to participate in the year long legal traineeship at a 
apanese firm. I ate way too much sushi and ramen and was 

exposed to a wide range of matters, clients and also areas of  
law before returning to the anberra office in early . 

The graduate program is well structured and I have been 
particularly impressed with the level and quality of mentoring. 
My Clayton Utz mentors have all remained true to balancing 
expert guidance with the freedom of autonomy, giving me the 
motivation and knowledge to become a better lawyer…

To listen to Isobelle’s full story, go to:

claytonutz.com/graduates

Academic brilliance certainly counts, but graduates who 

thrive here have something extra – a natural passion for 

connecting with people and a strong sense of self. That’s 

what staying true is all about. If you have these qualities, 

Clayton Utz is for you.
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